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A REVISION 01; T H E  SPHAEKllDAE OF NOKTH AMEKICA 
(WIOLLUSCA: I'ELECYPODA) 
ALTI~IOIJGH the present taxononiy of rrlarly groups ol North ilnierican fresh- 
water lllollusks bears evidence ol batlly needing revision, the systerrlatics oi 
none is in a inore chaotic state tharl that ol the sphaeriitl clams. These 
s~nal l  clarrls are abundant and widespreatl, but an understanding ol their 
relationships has been encumbered by the great variation witlliri sl>ccies 
and the riiany names applied to these variants. Because of tlie existing con- 
lusion, identifications are difIicult or impossible. Clear-cut descriptions of 
tliagilostic characters which take into account ranges of variation, compari- 
sons oC related species, and adequate illustrations are rare, or, inore usually, 
1;~cking altogether. Further~rlore, ~ r ~ u c h  o l  the scatterecl literature is often 
inaccessible to iriany stutlents of mollusks. I t  is hopetl that this publication 
will not only serve as a long overdue t;~xonomic revision, but will help make 
identification ;I siniple matter. 
T h e  events and experiences leading up  to this publication arc as lollows: 
I n  19.38 the author wcrlt to tllc Royal Ontario bluseu~ll of Zoology ill Tor- 
onto to compare spec:i~iiens in his persolla1 collection with tllose the museum 
hat1 rcceivetl fro111 Clliief Justice Latclilord. Most of the specimens in the 
Latclilord collection hat1 been examirietl, ;tritl deternrirlations corroborated, 
by Victor Sterki, a past authority on these sn~all  clanis. John  Oughton, then 
at the Royal Ontario Museum, enco~~ragetl he author's interest in the 
sphaeriitls, antl in 1940 began sentling hini nulilcrous sets fro111 the La tch  
ford collection. 
My cont;~cts with people interestctl in sphaeriitl clailis antl with liiuscnlrls 
housing then1 grcw. In 1942 I spent a week studying Sterki's collection at 
the Carrlegie h/Iuseuni in Pittsburgh. 111 1948 ten clays were devoted to the 
Tcnil>lc Prime (Stcrki's pretlecessor as a spliaeriitl authority) collectioii in 
the Museuni ol C;oirrl>arative Zoology at Harvartl liniversity. In  1950 1 
visited A. W. Stellox ill Dublin, Ireland, ant1 acce1,ted his fine collection 
lor tlic Museum ol Zoology, llniversity of Michigan. While ill tlle British 
Isles, a niontll was taken to go over the spllaeriitl collectio~l in the British 
Mi~scurn (Natural 13istory). In 1954 a month was clevotecl to studying tlle 
collection in the Acaden~y of Natural Sciences ol Plliladelphia as an A~neri- 
can Pl~ilosopliical Society Fellow, and in 1959 a 11101itll was speilt as a 
coiisultant in the bluseunl ol Zoology, University of I\iIichig;~n. 
I not only visitec1 these various liluseunls, 1,111 illso received generous 
loans I'ro~il most o f  them, especially from the Carnegie Rlluseu~n (Sterki's 
collectio~i) antl fro111 the lL1~1seuill ol Zoology, University of Miclligan. 
Specinlens ~1e1.c exc11;11iged with a nuniber o f  collectors, including W. J. 
Eyerclani, Seattle, Washington, A. E. Ellis, England, J. G. J. Kuiper, the 
Nethcrl;rnds, ,Jules Fztvre, Geneva, St\litzerl:tncl, ant1 others. Moreover, illany 
specinlens, sent by collectors lor deterniination, lrorn Canada as well as 
from the Unitetl States, were coniparetl with my own extensive collectiolls 
~l ladc in both tllesc countries during the past twenty years. 
Consequently, 128 tianled species, until now conilnonly arranged under 
tllree genera, are consolitlatecl into 31 species untler two genera; 13 distinct, 
apparently ecological, fortns are recognized for North America. 
Tllc i~npettts lor presenting the present exposition on sp11;rcriid syste- 
nlatics has been furnished by the many ni;~lacologists and students who have 
encouri~getl nic to pul~lish thc asseml~letl irlfortriation with nly itleas on 
species, relationships, ;tnd sy~ionolnies in this group ol mollusks. 
A consideral)le part of the nlaterial on wllich this investigation is based 
(the author's own collection, that of Stelfox, and that of the Koyal Ontario 
blusettnl of Zoology, inc.orl)or;tting Latchford's) have recently been trans- 
fcrretl to the h/Iuseuni of Zoology, University of Michigan. T h e  UMR4Z 
catalog 11un1l)ers have been quoted in the descriptions o l  the species. 
Grateful ackno~~letlgtnent is made to Dr. John Ouglltoti, Del)ai-tnicnt of 
Entonlology ant1 Zoology, Ontario Agricultural College, lor guidance ancl 
many helplul suggestions during the course of this study, and to Dr. Henry 
van tler Scllalic and Dr. John 1%. Burc.11, Rtluscun~ of Zoology, Univel-sity of 
Miclligan, for encouragement and niany kindnesses. The  latter prepared 
the keys and nlany of the figures, and gave nlucll time and assistance in 
the ~xeparation of the manuscript. I arrt also greatly intlebtetl to the several 
museutns antl agencies, antl the many people who have kindly offered their 
help tluring the twenty-ocltl ycars I have studied sphacriicl clanis. I n  par- 
ticular, I wish to acknowlctlge the cooperation of the Koyal Ontario 
R~luscuni of Zoology :rtitl Pal;reontology, Toronto; the R~liiscu~n of Zoology, 
LJniversity of R~lilichigan; the Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 
thc Riluscunl o l  Conlparative Zoology, Canlbriclge, R~lassachusetts; the British 
RIuseut~l (Natural tlistory), Idondon; the Acatlemy of Natural Scienccs of 
Phi1:rtlelphia; the National Kcsearch C:oimcil ol Canada; and the American 
Philosophical Society. Further, I have received assistance from the latc 
Stanley 7'. Brooks, C.  1'. Castell, Willialii J. Clench, J. R.  Dymond, A. E. 
Ellis, the late Jules Favre, Robin Fluke, Willianl I-I. Heard, J. G. J. Kuiper, 
A. Byron Leonard, Gordon K. MacNlillan, Nils t l j .  Odhner, Ju;m Parodiz, 
the 1;tte H.  A. I'ilsbry, W. J. Rees, Ernest J .  Roscoe, A. W. Stelfox, Dwight 
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W. Taylor, F. A. Urquart, the late Guy L. Wilkins, and Charles R. Wurt7. 
Acknowletlgn~ent is also due to Arthur Cushnlan lor tlle illustrations in text 
Figure 1 and Plate V1, to Herbert Wienert tor all photographs, and to Mrs. 
Anne Gismann for help in editing the manuscript. 
GENERAL 
T h e  purpose of this stutly is to revise the farnily Sphaeriitlae (cormnonly 
referred to as fingernail ant1 pea clams) of North America, north of Mexico, 
using as a l~asis c1lar;icter-s of the shell. While it  is desirable to iriclude char- 
acters of the solt arlatolrly of the animals, too little is known at present in 
a conlparative way to utilize such inlorniation. Indeed, anatomical char- 
acters m;~y in the f u ~ u r e  cllange, or strengthen, nlarly of the species concepts 
presentctl here. Rut this revision is desirable, or even necessary, to lay a 
loundation for such luture studies. 
The  Sphacriitlac have Ixen divided into five genera: S p h n e ~ i r ~ m ,  ~MIL.T<ZL- 
li~irn, Pisidilim, Bysstlnodonta, and Ezlpera. Most authors, in the past, have 
considered E n p c ~ n  to be a synonym of the earlier Ryssnnodontn. However, 
according to Klappen1)ach (ISGO) these two genera are distinct and well 
defined, the main characteristic of Nys.snnodontn being an entirely siilooth 
hinge ant1 the tot;il ;~l)sence ol teeth. Since this genus appears to be liniitetl 
to South America i t  does not k111 within the scope of this stutly. Ez~per.n, 
although records exist lor the occurrence of one species in the southern 
Unitetl States, is rare ; I I I ~  has not been well stutlied. For this reason it  will 
not be consitleretl in any tletail in this   no no graph. Instead, I shall deal with 
the rel-n;lining three cos~ilol~olitall genera, the species of which constitute 
the principal North i2nlerican sphaeriitl fauna. The  validity of one genus 
(iMfrsc~ziliirrn) is questionetl ; ~ n d  will be discussed in the followirlg section. 
Splrtre~.i~~tn ant1 Pisidilim ;ire cleiirly marked genera concllologically :und 
;~na~o~~lic .al ly .  111 Spll~e?.izitt~ he posterior a i d  of the shell is longer than tile 
i~nterior end, while in 1'i.sidiottz just tlle reverse is true, the anterior eritl 
usi~;tlly being tlecitletlly longer t1n;in the posterior (Fig. 1). Spl~net.izrm has a 
t l is t i~~ct  ;irnal ant1 I>r-;inchial siphon, but in Pisidiz~tn only the anal siphon is 
tleveloped; the 1)r:ulclni;il siphon is represented by a cleft in tlle ~iiantle. The  
siphonal c11;tracters o l  Pisidilitn were used by Raker (1928) to distingliish 
:I sublal~~ily Pisidiinae lroni tlle S11h;ieridiinae (coinpriring Sp l r t i e~ iu~ t~ ,  
Afl ist~il ir~tn,  ant1 Elrpr?.cl). 
V,ZI,I DITY OF T H E  <;EN'CJS Af USCIJLIUAf 
'The genus ~Mitrczili~rnz is not a5 clearly defined as Sphnrli~trn and 
Picidiurn. Morpho1ogic:tlly it  i\ like S ~ ~ ~ C I - ~ I L ~ Z  and hence the posterior end 
A B 
FIG. I .  Shclls of Sl)irnc.ri~inl (A) anti Pisidillm (B). 
of the shell is longer. Spaeriicls with such features fall naturally into five 
groups: (1) st~icrtin~rrn (Lamarck) and sulcatum (Lamarck); (2) corneum 
(Linnc!), n i f i d ~ r m  Clessin and rhomboidevm (Say); (3) patella (Gould) and 
fa hale Prime; ( 4 )  o r c i d ~ n  tole Prime; and ( 5 )  lacttstre (Miiller), partumeium 
(Say), seclrris Prime, and t ~ - n n ~ ; ~ e r s z t n ~  (Say). 
Group 5 has been given the ytatus of a genus under the name Musculium 
Link (1807) by various authnl s for the following reasons: their shells have 
thin walls; the beaks are cappecl (calyculate); the cartlinal t ~ e t h  are small; 
antl the atlults carry a greater number of embryos. However, the species of 
groups 2 and t1 also have thin walls; the thickness of the shells of Sphaeri~tm 
nitidfrm and S .  oceidentnle is like that of the average Musculium. Many 
M .  pclrt?irnei7l??1 from the southern United States have heavier shells than 
any S. cornplrm, S. nitidzcn~, S .  ocridentclle, or S. rhom0oidez~n~ I have ever 
seen, and heavier than some Michigan S. slilcntzlm. 
A11 four species of the Mzrsrtlli?rm group have specimens with capped 
beaks, but  my observation5 agree with Sterki's diagnosis concerning this 
character. In  1909 he wrote (190%): '"These mussels [Mttsc~rliurn] are 
described as having their beaks calyculate, or 'capped', and the genus has 
beer1 established mainly on that feature. Rut in most and probably in all 
sj~ecies, specimens antl forms are found with slightly or  non-calyculate 
be;lks, antl sucll are the rule rather than the exception in M. transuersutn 
Say. Ry the way, it may be said that calyculate heaks are found occasionally 
in specimen5 of Pisidi~rm and Splrn~rizrm ." Cappetl beaks are found on 
some specimens 01 P. rnserfnn~trrr from creeks that dry u p  in summer. I 
have frequently fount1 P. ol)f  ?r.~clle form yotundot trm with capped beaks. 
They are common on S. n i f i d ~ t m  antl not uncommon on S. cornezrm. 
T h e  sm;~ll si/e of the cartlinal teeth of Af~rsr~rli~r?n is in general a con- 
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stant character. This feature is associated with narrowness of the hinge- 
plate. Specime~ls with a heavy hinge-plate have heavier cardinals. For 
exanlple, some IM. pal-t~imeiurn of the southern states have heavier cardinals 
than I have ever seen in any Sphnel-item cornetsrn, S. nit idum, or S. occiden- 
tale, and as heavy as in some S. sulcatum froin northern Michigan or S. 
slrintinzem from Lake Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
Van Cleave, Wright, and Nixon (1947) compared the number of em- 
bryos found in Mzisculiurtz partumeiunz (8 to 18) with that found in M .  
t).tinratzrrt7 (= pal-tzi,meium) (24; Gilinore, 1917) and Sphaeriurn solidulum 
(=st?-iatinutn) ( 2  to 4 ;  Foster, 1932). They concluded that this sul>ported 
the generic status of Musrulium. But my experience shows that the number 
of embryos in each species of the Musculiunz group needs to be co~nparetl 
with the number in such species as S. cornezlm, S. occiden,tale, and S. ~lzortz- 
Ooideu~7z before this approach can have much bearing on the validity of 
Musczelium as a genus. 
Furthermore, it should be stated here that the shells ol the members of 
each of the groups 1, 2, and 3 above are closer in appearance to the other 
members of' their respective group than is Musculium secul-is to M .  trans- 
u e ~ s u m .  
Therelore, it is iny opinion that the so-called genus Musc~t l i~em is in 
rcality a division ol the genus Sphaerium, and cannot be separated on the 
Insis of present information l r o ~ n  that genus. In this respect I am in harm- 
ony with earlier American and European opinion. J f  species of the Museti- 
lizirn corrlplex are proven to comprise a distinct group worthy of generic 
rank it will surely have to be done by a study of the anatomy of the animals. 
In the meantime i~ is my intention to treat all the species (four) of this 
group as S;blzne?.izrm. 
T H E  SPHAERIID SHELL 
The  sllell ol sphaeriitls as compared with the shells of larger freshwater 
mussels (Unionitlae) is small, often minute, and generally thin. The  liga- 
ment holtling the two valves together is short antl not well developed. The  
l);~llial ine, forined where the mantle attaches to the shell, is indistinct. The  
inrrscle scars are also usually obscure. The  hinge (Fig. 2) consists of two 
sets ol lateral teeth, one on each valve, and a more or less centrally 
~)l;rcetl set of cardinal teeth, a set signifying a tongue antl groove arrange- 
nient, with one pair of teeth on one valve and a single tooth on the opposite 
valve, to prevent displacement of the valves. There are two pairs of lateral 
teeth in thc right valve and two single laterals in the left, while just the 
oplmsite is true concerning the c;lrdinal teeth-two carclinals in the left 
valve, one in the right. In some specimens the arrangement of teeth is 
reversed; there nlay be double laterals and a single cardinal in the left 
valve, antl single laterals ant1 two cardinals in the right valve. A inore 
colnlnon arrangenlent in individuals with revcrsetl hinge teeth, however, 
is to have two laterals at the posterior end 01: the right valve and one at the 
anterior enti. Other irregularities are also known to occur. 
Earlier writers, e.g., Baudon (1857), I'rime (1865), Clessin (1879), West- 
crluntl (1886-90), clai~lled that Pisidizrttr (rrnnicum and/or P. dzr.Dil~rtz had 
two cardinal teeth in each valve, and (;lessin est;~blished the group l ; lumin,~nt~ 
mainly on the strength of this character. But Sterki (1!)11) pointed out the 
error in this concept, and in 1922 elaborated on it: "Hut it (double cardill- 
als in the right valve) was a nlisconception, due to careless exa~ilination . . . 
this nlistaken view has been applietl indiscrinrinately to all species of 
l'isidil~n7, by some authors, e.g., T .  Prime, ant1 even to all Sphaeriitlac 
(Prinle, '65, pp. 2, 33, 36, etc.), and it was copietl, evidently without exam- 
ining ;I specilnen, by some A~rleric;tn writers, e.g. K. E. Call (1900, 11. 438 
etc.)." This mistake is still being perpetu;ttetl (e.g., Clench, 1959). 
In  ortlcr to simplify discussion it  has been customary since the time o l  
Rernartl (1895-97) to use sy~nl)ols, especially lor the cardinal and lateral 
teeth, when describing sphaeriitl shell characters. 'I'hese syml~ols are illas- 
tri~tetl in Figure 2. 
T h e  various characters of the shell have tliflerent v;tlues in regard to 
their usefulness for syste~iiatic purposes. In the genus l 'isidil~m the hinge is 
the ~iiost ilrlportani character to consider. The  ch;tritcteristic outlines of thc 
hirigel>lates in the various l>isitli:i arc shown in P1;ttes 111-VJ ant1 the 
shapes of the cardin;tl teeth in Plate VI1. 111 Splrtrrri~rm, however, there is 
little variation in the hinge between n~ost  species. In  the latter group the 
shape of the shell ant1 degree of stri;ttion is of 11ri111e in~portarice (Pls. 1-11). 
Although the i~nportant char;tcters of some species vary but littlc I~etween 
intlivitl~~als iind pol~ulations, in other species the v;triation is cor~sitlcr:~l)le. 
In I-egmd to vitriation, I have usually liittl in ~rtintl the average or tyl,ical 
in tlescril~ing tile diagnostic char;tcters of species treatctl in the Systenl;~tic 
hccotmt ol S1)ccies. T h e  tlescriptive terms used are tlefinetl in the gloss;~ry, 
1'. 55. 
INFLUENCE OF HABITAT O N  THE SHELL 
Some information has been gatheretl on the influence of habitat on 
such characters as degree of tlullness or gloss, coarseness of striae, ant1 size 
antl shape of the shell. In  a slnall creek a few yards above where it eti~pties 
into Hughes Lake, Lcnnox and i\dtlington Ch., Ontario, Pisidiz~m adanzsi 
has the usual size and shape, but the periostracuml is very tlull and almost 
colorless. This may result from a pulpy mass of tlecaying vegetiil~le matter 
including rotting \vooil in the bottonl of this creek. At the outlet of lrvine 
Lake into the Rlississippi River (seven nliles south of the above station) 
the vegetation for several rocls is of rank growth on a hart1 sandy botto~n. 
Here 1 collected P. adrrmsi that ranged fro111 the average shape to the short 
form which Sterki nanletl P. snrgenti. These were rather dark in color. 
i1l)out four 111 iles farther down stream, in soft sitnil and vegetable growth, 
is f o u ~ ~ d  the comlnon, dark colored P. adnrnsi. 121)out a niile below this spot 
is Mazinaw Lake (I found a depth of 325 feet, and one of 650 feet has 
been rel)orted) with cool shore water after a strong wind. T h e  bottonl near 
sllorc is rocky or sandy with a nlininlunl of vegetation. Here P. ndn~usi  
ranges in size ant1 shape from very close to the average to the small stunted 
for111 that Sterki nalnecl P. tleflexz~rn. 
I have round that type of bottonl affects other species. For example, the 
spcci~~lens of P. fr . t  ).l~gi'il~(*unt collected OII the sandy bottoms of lakes always, 
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or nearly always, liavc been the typical lorn1 with the tubercular beaks and 
moderately heavy striae. But the specimens lound in a lake that is filling 
up with marl, or other soft material, tend to be more inflated (perhaps to 
keep them from sinking into the bottom) and have less prominent striae; 
their beaks, although high and swollen, are closer in appearance to thosc 
found in other species. 
The  distribulion of the North American splraeriids has not been fully 
studied. In  Canada, aside from the older settled parts of the Province of 
Ontario, relatively little collecting has been done; even in Ontario, only 
a few counties have been collected thoroughly. D. S. Kawson has collected 
mollusks in the course of fisheries investigations in Saskatchewan, including 
Lake Athabaska, and also in Great Slave ~ a k e  in the Northwest Terri- 
tories. Throughout the rest of the country the collecting has been very 
spotty. There are only a few records from Newfoundland, New Brunswick, 
Quebec, Manitoba, and Alberta. Similar gaps in collecting are also fount1 
in large portions ok the United State. No doubt there are in museums ant1 
private collections inany unidentified sphaeriid specimens fro111 parts of 
North America from which, as yet, we have no  printed records. II these 
specimens could be studied and the species represented were publishetl, our 
knowledge of the geographic distribution of these little clams could be 
considerably increased. 
T h e  Sphaeriidae, as presently understood by the author, are represented 
in North America by 35 species, 12 of which belong to the genus Sphaerium, 
22 to Pisidium, and one to E~rpern. These species are listed below. 
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S. corneun~ (Linnk) 1 
S. fabale Prime 
S. lacustre (Miiller)l,s 
S. nitidurn Clessiril 
S. occidentale Priliic 
S. partu~neium (Say) 
S. patella (Gould) 
S. rhomboideurn (Say) 
S. securis Prime 
S. striatinum (I,amarck),$ 
S. sulcatum (Larnarck) 
S. transuersurn (Say) 1 
Euperaj 
E. singleyi Pilsbry 
Pisidiutn 
P. adamsi Prime 
P. aequilaterale Prime 
P. arnnicum (Mii1ler)l." 
P. cnsertanum (Poli) b 2 . 3 ~ 4  
P. compressurn Prime 
P. conventus Clessinl 
P. cruciatum Sterki 
P. dubium (Say) 
P. fallax Sterki 
P. ferrugineum Primel 
P. henslowanum (Sheppard)l 
P. idahoense Roper 
P. insigne Gabb 
P. lilljeborgi Clessinl 
P. milium Held1 
P. nit idum Jenynsl ,z 
P. obtusale Pfeifferl 
P. punctiferum Guppy1 
P. subtruncatum Malml 
P. ultramontanum Prime 
P. variabile Prime 
P. walkeri Sterki 
Nineteen ol the species listed are confined to the North American conti- 
nent, whereas 15 are found in both North America and Eurasia. The limited 
geographic distribution of Sphaerium corneum, Pisidium amnicum, and 
P. henslowanum in North America indicates that they may have been 
introduced from Europe, probably since the coming of the white man. 
Sphaeriurn transversurn, on the other hand, appears to have been intro- 
duced to England from North America, perhaps during the first half of the 
19th century. 
Most of the named forms of Pisidium casertanum, P. conventus, P. 
lilljeborgi, P. milium, P. nitidunz and P. subtruncatum, as well as Sphaerium 
lacustre and S.  nit idum found in North America are also found in Eurasia. 
However, the following forms are peculiar to North America, or are but 
rarely found in Eurasia: P. ferrugineum, P. ferrugineum form medianum, 
1 Found also in Eurasia. 
2 Known from Africa. 
3 Known from Australabia. 
4 Known from Central and/or South America. 
; Outside of North America the genus is reported to occur in the West Indies, Central and 
South America, and in  Africa. T h e  range of the species E. singleyi (under the name of 
Byssanodonta singleyi) is given as northern Florida, Georgia, west into Texas, and south 
into Mtxico (Clench and Turner, 195G:218). 
P. ferru~ineun? lorm costatu~~z,  P. lilljeborgi lorn1 cristatuilz, P. ?litidunz 
form pauperculunz, P. n i t idum form contorlunz, P. obtusale form rotunda- 
turn, and P. obtusnle form uentricosum. The only North American species 
not found in Eurasia that appears to be related to a Eurasian species is S. 
1-homboideurll, which belongs to the S. corneunz group. 
Soine species show a distributional pattern that appears to be correlated 
with general climatic conditions, while others appear to be influenced more 
by local environmental factors. I have found that S. pal-tz~nzeium thrives 
in the United States, but reaches only the southern border of Canada. P. 
idahoense extends Iron1 Great Bear Lake in the north to the Great Lakes 
in the south, except in mountainous areas where its southward extension is 
greater. Temperature seems to be the influencing factor here. This also 
applies to P. conventus, which is found only in mountainous areas, or in 
deep water when as far south as the Great Lakes. The  influence of local 
environmental contlitions shows up in the case of P. obtusale. 'The fornl 
7.otz~nclatunz is lound most frequently in the shallow water ol' ponds and 
lagoons, among grass and leaves. T h e  form uentricosu?7z thrives in slliall or 
large lakes and in rivers. 
A number of species, such as Pisidiulrr. co~1zpresszc717, P. nitidun~,,  1'. 
obtusale, and Sphae?-i1r717 st?-iatinul~z, are known to occur in MCxico also. 
Somc spccies, c.g., 1'. c.asrr.tanurn, are scattered over much of the earth's 
surface, but S. patella is limited to thc northwestern United States. P. 
ultmnzontanunz is also limited to a small part of this area, and apparently 
has survived in it or in contiguous areas since at least early Pliocene times. 
I t  is quite unlike other Anlerlcan species, but may be closely related to 
P. chanlrense Shadin from Lake Khanka, Manchuria-Primorye. 
More detailed data on distribution in North America and some avail- 
able indicatiorls on occurrence elsewhere arc given with each species. 
Very little infornlation is available on the geologic range of the Recent 
North American Sphaeriidae. Most of what is reliably known is available 
in publications by Herlington and Taylor (1958), Taylor (1957, 1960a,0), 
and Hibbard and 'I'aylor (1960), dealing mainly with the High Plains 
region (southwest Kansas and northwest Oklahoma) and also the north- 
western U. S. A. Additional unpublished inlorinatio~l was also provided by 
Taylor. 
Many or most of the Recent American species of Sphaeriidae probably 
have some antiquity. The  earliest record for Pisidium case?-tanunz, P. 
nitidunz, and I-'. ult7n?7zontanu?rz are from the Early Pliocene; for P. corn- 
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pressurn, the Middle Pliocene; and for P. henslowanzlm form supinum, P. 
punctiferum, and Sphaerium striatinurn, the Late Pliocene. S. lacustre 
lorrri rykholti, S .  parturneium, S. sz~lcatum, and S .  transuersum are known 
from the Early Pleistocene; P. obtusale from the Middle Pleistocene; and 
I-'. forugzneum, P. lillleborgi, 1'. sz~Dtruncatz~m, P. sualkeri, and S.  occi- 
dentale from the Late Pliocene. 
Farther detail5 ;Ire given in the sections dealing with the respective 
species. 
KEY TO T H E  N O R T H  AMERICAN SPHAERIIDAE 
(Genera Sphaerium and Pisidium)" 
. . . . .  la. Beaks anterior, or if subcentral, on the auterior side of center (Sphaeriurn) 2 
. . . .  lb.  Beaks posterior or, if subcentral, on the posterior side of center (Pis idium) 1G 
2a. Shell sculpl~lred with coarse striae (8 or less striae per mm. in the middle of 
the shell) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
2b. Shell sculptured wilh fine striae (12 or more striae per mm. in the middle oE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the shell) 5 
8a. Striae evenly spaced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. sulcatum 
3b. Striae not evenly spaced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
l a .  Surface even, except [or rest marks and striae; shell inflated; striae not weaker in 
region of tile beaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. slriatinzrr~z 
. . .  4b. Surface unevcn; shell colnprcsscd; striae weaker in region of the beaks S. fabnle 
kt. Sllcll large, more than 8 mm. loilg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
511. Shell small, less than 8 mm. long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 
Ga. Beaks prominent, distinctly raised above the dorsal margin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 
. . . . . . . . . .  Gh. Beaks not pr~min~ent ,  orlly very slightly raised above the dorsal margin 9 
7:t. Shell long in outline, height or less of length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. trunsversum 
7b. Shell higher in outline, height 7/s or more of length . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
8a. Dorsal margin rather straight; posterior end more or less a t  right angles to the 
dorsal margin; striae very fine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. par tumeium 
81). Ilorsal margin more rounded; posterior end a t  a greater angle to the dorsal 
margiu; striae coarser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. lacustre 
Oa. Shell more or less reclangular in outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. rhomboideum 
9b. Shell with more rounded ends . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 
10a. Ends of shell rounded in outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. corneum 
lob. Ends of shell distinctly taperiug toward the beaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. patella 
I la. Posterior end nearly at  right angles with dorsal margin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12 
. . . . . . . . . .  1111. Posterior end and dorsal margin rounded or forming an obtuse angle 13 
12a. Antcrior ventral margin of shell slopes sharply upward; surface dull; striae 
coarser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. sectrris 
1211. Anterior ventral margin of shell slopes upward, but only slightly; surface glossy; 
striae finer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S. par tumeium 
1%. Striae nlaitltain their spacing and height in the region of the beaks . . . .  S. n i t i d u m  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1311. Striae fade out in region of beaks I4 
6 Eupera not inclutletl 
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34a. Surface glossy; finely striate (more than 30 striae per mm.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35 
34b. Surface dull; moderately striate (less than 30 striae per mm.) . . . . . . . . .  P. walkeri 
35a. Anterior (proximal) end of posterior sulcus in right valve closed . . . . . .  P. obtusale 
351). Anterior (proximal) end of posterior sulcus in right valve not 
closed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P. subtruncatum 
3Ga. Anterior end joining dorsal margin at  an  angle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P. lilljeborgi 
36b. Anterior end curves gently into the dorsal margin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37 
37a. Cusp of P I1 central or on distal side of center; beaks never ridged . . . . . . . . . . . .  38 
37b. Cusp of P I1 distal; beaks usually ridged . . . . . . .  ., . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P .  henslowanurn 
38a. Dorsal margin almost straight or only slightly curved . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P. casertanum 
38b. Dorsal margin well rounded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  P. obtusale 
SYSTEMATIC ACCOUNT OF SPECIES 
GENUS SPHAERZUM SCOPOLI, 1777 
Type: Tellina cornea Linnk, 1758 
Sphaerium corneum (Linnt.) 
(1'1. 11, Fig. 2) 
1758, Tellina cornea Linn6. 
MF.A~UREMENTS~.-UMMZ 200802. Rice Lake, Peterborough Co., Ontario. Length: 
8.6, 6.5, 4.5, 3.1. Height: 7.1, 5.5, 3.7, 2.4. Diameter: 5.2, 3.6, 2.4, 1.3. Some European speci- 
mens are much larger; one valve from Lake Etaillhres, Jura, NeuchPtellois: L: 13.5; H: 11.0. 
DIAGNOSTIC H A R A C ~ . E R S ~ . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  rather small to medium size, walls thin, considerably 
inflated, resembling an elongated sphere; beaks very low and broad, about central; striae 
fine, evenly spaced, smaller on the beaks and becoming very fine or fading out; periostra- 
cum moderately glossy; dorsal margin of moderate length, gently curved; ventral margin 
fairly long, a little more openly curved than the dorsal; anterior end rounded, joining the 
dorsal margin without an angle and the ventral margin with either a much rounded angle 
or more steeply rounded angle; posterior end rounded or roundly truncate, usually joining 
the margins imperceptibly, but sometimes extending downward (in which case the ventral 
margin is somewhat flattened), and forming a blunt angle with the ventral margin; hinge 
rather long, evenly curved, of fairly even width, i.e., i t  widens very little a t  the cusps; 
hinge-plate rather long; in the right valve and a t  anterior end of the left valve in well- 
inflated specimens there is a slight dip as the cusps are approached; cusp of A I1 rises 
rather steeply on each side, cusps of P I1 resemble an  inclined plane (but in well inflated 
specimens the sides are steep); the cusps are all distal or on the distal side of center. 
Some laterals appear longer either in front or behind the cusps. T h e  cardinals are slim, 
clear-cut ant1 distinct, and near the anterior cusps; C 3 is parallel with the hinge-plate 
and is a rounded curve with the posterior end enlarged and somewhat bifurcate. Some- 
timm the anterior entl is lengthened by a straightening or slight outward curve. C 2 is 
7 The  species are in alphabetical order. 
8 Unless otherwise stated, 13 specimens were selected to represent size range, then arranged 
in a gratled series. From these the first, fifth, ninth, and thirteenth were chosen to measure 
and are recorded under each species. Measurements are in  millimeters. 
9 In this section I have usually had in mind the average of the respective species. 
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parallel with the hinge-plate, varying much in shape, straight to considerably curved, or 
has posterior end extending more toward inner edge of hinge-plate, and/or a~l~terior end 
has an  extension parallel with the hinge-plate. C 4 is strai.ght or somewhat curved, about 
the length of C 2 or a little longer, and begins outside C 2, directed at  or inside cusp 
of P 11. 
COMPARISONS.-S. nilidum is a member of the same group as S. cornelon, a l d  looks 
like a small form of that species with a shorter hinge. However, the striae of S. n i t i d z ~ n ~  
go right up  over the beaks, the hinge is short, C 2 is llearly straight, and it lives in coltler 
water. Odhner (1939: 79) stated: "The two species are diRerent also in the soft p;~l.t, 
e.g. the proportion of gills and shape of nephridium, as I have shown in 1929." 
There is also considerable external resemblance between S. cornezon and S. occidrn- 
tale. However, S.  corneum is larger, the dorsal margin more curved, the height in front 
of and behind the beaks more unfequal, the ends less vertical, the hinge less uniformly 
curvetl, and most of the cusps are distal or  on the distal side of center. In S.  orcidenlnlc 
none of the cusps are distal but all are proximal, central, or on the distal side of center. 
Also, S. occidentale is a swamp or pond species. 
7 7 I he shell walls of S. corneum are much the same as in S. riroinboidez~m, and the 
nepionic young show a close relationship. Howcver, S. rllotnboideuna is much larger, the 
ventral margin less curved, and the ends show a more pronouncctl slope. T h e  height of S. 
rhornboideum in front and behind the beaks is more nearly equal so that the outline of 
the shell is more rectangular. No difference in the hinge characters can be detected. 
Some S. striatinurn with faint striae have some resemblance to S. corneu~n, but they 
are longer than most S. corneuin, the shell walls are heavier ant1 not so inflated, the 
end slopes more pronounced, and the width of the hinge at  the anterior cusps of the 
right valve is much greater. 
HAUITAT.-~~ has not spread far enough in North America for our statements to be 
of much value, but so far has been found in large rivers and lakes (including the Great 
Lakes). I t  has been collected from fine, soft sand near the shore of Rice Lake and the Bay 
of Quinte. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIHIJTION.~~-CANAI)A: Ontario (St. Lawrence River, Lake Ontario, Bay 
of Quinte, Rice Lake, and Lake Erie). UNITED STATES: New York (Lake Champlain) 
and Ohio (Lake Erie). I t  appears to be an introducetl species. JLJRASJA. 
Sphoeriz~m fubulc Prirne 
(PI. 11, Fig. 3) 
1851, Cyclas fabali,~ I'rime. 
1865, Spaerium fnhnlis Prime. 
19166, Sphaerium fabale Sterki. 
MEASLJRI?MFNI~.-~JMM~ 200803. Salnion River, Richmontl 'l'wp., 1.ennox and Adding- 
ton Co., Ontario. Length: 11.25, 10.0, 6.2, 4.6. Height: 9.0, 8.0, 5.0, 3.8. Iliameter: 5.9, 
4.9, 2.9, 1.6. 
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS.-Shell of medium size, little inflated, rather high in outline: 
beaks toward anterior end, very low, narrow on top; striae fairit at  beaks, becoming gradu- 
ally more prominent and coarser as the shell grows (before half-grown the striae are 
loThe  statements about geo,graphic distribution for North America are hased on spcci- 
mens 1 have personally examined, unless specifically indicated to the contl-ary. 
coarse and irregular, as in many specimens of S.  st?-iatinum); periostracum dull; dorsal 
tnargi~i moderately long and rather steeply rounded, a slight bend immediately in front 
of the beaks; ventral tnargi~i of moderate length, rounded or somewhat flattened; anterior 
enti beginning imtnediately in front of the beaks, a gently curved slope, descending rather 
low and joining the ventral margin with or without a rounded angle, and joining the 
tlorsal margin without an angle; p o s ~ a i o r  end a rounded slope joining the ventral margin 
low and without an  angle, and also joining the dorsal margin without an  angle; hinge 
almost full length of the shell, gcntly rounded with a distinct bend between the cardinals 
ant1 thc anterior lalerals, widening only slightly at  the laterals and dipping slightly at  the 
proxinial end of the anterior laterals; hinge-plate very long, moderately narrow, laterals 
moderately short, but distinct; cusps rather blunt on top, only those of A I and A I1 
rising with any prominence (in the rest the laterals and cusps are an  inclined plane) ; 
cusp of A I and A 11 distal or on distal side of center, the other cusps arc all distal; 
cardinals near anterior cusps, small and not very distinct; anterior end of C 3 near outside 
of hinge-plate, short and much curved, posterior end enlarged so the cardinal is diagonal to 
hingc-plate; C 2 back from inner edge of hinge-plate, short, low, blunt, shaped like a 
peg or a11 inverted letter D; C 4 longer than C 2, slim, beginning outside center of C 2, 
curving slightly, or straight, and directed well inside cusp of P 11. 
<:Obrl'~~~soh.s.-S. /)(ltelIa of s~nal l  diameter; rcse~r~bles S. fabale closely in shape; thc 
two appcar to bclong to thc same group. However, S .  patella has very fine striae over the 
whole shcll, and a gloss. Most of the shell of S. fabale has rather heavy, uneven striae or 
growth marks, arid thc pcriostracnm is dull. 
There are some fairly high S. striatinum of small diameter that may bc confused with 
S. Inbale. T h e  shape and hinge characters are much the same, but S. fabale has only 
fine striae on the beaks, and never has heavily striated beaks. 
H~~r~.r.~.r.-Crccks and small rivers. I have found it only in coarse gravel or in gravelly 
sa~ltl it1 cracks on a flat limestone bottom. 
GEOCKAPIIIC DISI.KIBUTION.-CANADA: reported from only five counties in Ontario, all 
within 125 miles o I  Toronto. UNITED STATES: New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsyl- 
vania, Virginia (Prime), West Virginia, Tenncssee, Albama, Georgia (Primc), Ohio, 
Michigan, a ~ ~ d  Illinois. 
Splzaeriz~m lncustre (Miiller) 
(PI. 11, Fig. 1) 
1774, Tellina lac~islris Miiller. 1892, Sfiaerium rayinondi Coopel. 
1844, Cyclas ryckholti Normand. 1909c, Musculium winkleyi Sterki. 
1851, Cyclas rosacea Prime. 1910c, Musculiunz pusillum Sterki. 
1851, Cyclas jayensis Primc. 1912a, Musculium Recliue Stcrki. 
1865, Sphaeriz~in lenticula Prime. 
Ml i .~suRE~r~~s . -ub fMZ 199636. Hay Bay, Adolphustown Twp., Ixnnox ant1 Adclitlg- 
ton Co., Ontario. Selected specimens of form jayense Prime. Length: 9.0, 7.0, 5.5. Height: 
7.2. 5.7, 4.5. Diameter: 5.4, 4.5, 3.0. UMMZ 199599. Sunnyside, Lake Ontario, Toronto, 
Ontario. Collected by Latchford. L: 14.0; H: 11.5; D: 8.2. UMMZ 196266. Lake Sammam- 
ish, King Co., Washington. Form ryckholti. Collected by W. J. Eyerdam. L: 7.5; H: 7.0; 
D: 5.01. 
DIAGNOSTIC HARACTERS.-Shell small to medium s i ~ e ,  walls thin, little to considerably 
inflated, anterior end not so high as the posterior; beaks somewhat toward anterior end, 
swollen and full, va~ying in height, usually capped, but not always, caps vary from large 
to small; striae moderately fine to fine, uneven (not as smooth as in S. partulneium); 
periostracutn a slightly dulled gloss; dorsal margin long, slightly to considerably curved; 
ventral margin varying from considerably curved to a little flattened; anterior end round- 
ed or with a rounded slope (in which case it joins the ventral margin with a slight 
angle), joining dorsal margin with a small angle; posterior end almost straight, joining 
the dorsal margin ,with a sharp or slightly rounded angle and the ventral margin with 
a slightly rounded angle. The ends are seldom parallel, but slope up toward the dorsal 
margin. Sometimes the posterior end has a much longer slope than the anterior, in which 
case the lower part extends farther out. Hinge very long, slightly to considerably curved, 
usually with a bend behind the cardinals; hinge-plate fairly long and very narrow, 
sometimes almost absent and then the laterals seem to be attached to the walls and thc 
cardinals are partly suspended over space; laterals slim but distinct; there is a slight dip 
at the proximal end of the anterior ones, and A I and A I1 appear to swing under the 
hinge-plate at their proximal ends; the posterior laterals form a gentle inclined plane; all 
cusps are distal, only those of thc anterior laterals have any degree of prominence; car- 
dinals weak, closer to cusps of anterior laterals; C 3 short, parallel to hinge-plate, more 
or less roundly curved, posterior end enlarged and usually bifurcate; C 2 short and slim; 
C 4 also short and slim, straight, roughly parallel with C 2, directed at or outside cusp 
of P 11. The hinge-plate is so nal.row that the cardinals arc delicate and vary greatly in 
shape and direction. 
The apparently ecological form, S. lacustre form rycltholti (Normantl), has higher 
beaks and a pronouncedly curved hinge, the dorsal margin proportionately much shorter, 
the ventral margin long and greatly curved; the ends have a more rounded slope, and 
C 2 and C 4 are directed outside both the posterior and anterior cusps. In some western 
specimens of ryckholti the beaks attain a proportionately enormous size. 
The ecological form S. lacustre form jayense Prime has a more nearly straight dorsal 
margin with ends more truncate and the vcntral margin is but little curved. This form is 
roughly rectangular except that the dorsal margin is shorter than the ventral, giving a 
slope to the ends. 
COMPAR~S~NS.-SOI~~ shells of S. k(zcvstre have something of the shape of S. pal-tunaeiz~n~, 
i.e., a rather straight dorsal margin at right angles to the posterior end. However, the 
anterior end of S. lacustre is less rounded and joins the ventral margin lower down, the 
ventral margin is less curved, the striae are coarser and less even, and the shell has less 
gloss. In S. partumcium the striae are fine and the surfacc smooth, and both the anterior 
end and thc ventral margin are more rounded. 
Some S. lacustre have a fairly straight dorsal margin with the posterior end l~lacetl 
at right angles to it as in S. securis. But in S .  securis the striae are more uniform and 
heavier, and the anterior end of the ventral margin swings much higher, making the 
shell much less high at the anterior than at the posterior end. When S. securis and S. 
lacuslre live in the same habitat the periostracum of S. securis has less or no gloss. 
HABITAT.-Most plentiful in small lakes and ponds, but also found in largc lakes, 
rivers, and creeks. It appears to have preference for a muddy bottom. I have collected the 
S. larz~st~-e form ~yckhol t i  from ponds and bog-ponds, and S. lacustre form jayense from 
the mud of Rice Lake, Peterborough Co., Ontario, and in Hay Bay, Lennox and Adding- 
ton Co., Ontario. In the latter place most specimens were obtained from black ooze a 
quarter to a half mile from shore, at a depth of &8 meters. 
GEOGRAPIIIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Cape Breton Island, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, British Columbia, and Northwest Territories (Great Slave Lake). UNITED 
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5-r~rk.s: Mainc, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, 
I'cnnsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Michigan, 
Indiana, Wisconsin (Baker 1928a: 359), Illinois, Minnesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Nc- 
braska, Iowa, Louisiana, Montana, Wyoming, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Colorado, 
Calicornia. FAR ~ A s r  A N D  PACIFIC AREA: Japan, Hawaii. EUROPE. 
S. 1ucu.vtl-e form ryckltolti has been found as a fossil in Early and Middle Pliocene 
tleposits (Dixon, Cudahy, and Berends faunas) of Kansas and Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
Sphaerium n i t i d u m  Clessin 
(Pl. I ,  Fig. 6) 
1876, Sfihucriuna n i t idum Clessin, in Westerlund. 1901, Sphaerium walkeri Sterki. 
1886, Spltc~erium uintaense Call. 19160, Spl~aeriurn tenue rualkeri Sterki. 
(Thc reasons for dropping the name lenue Prime are given by Herrington, 1958) 
M&ASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 200407. False Pass, Unilnak Id., Aleutian Islands, Alaska. 
Collectecl by W. J. Eyerclam. Length: 6.1, 5.5, 3.5, 2.4. Height: 5.1, 4.5, 3.0, 2.0. Diameter: 
3.8, 3.2, 1.8, 0.8. 
Drac~osrrc  Crr , \~~cr l ;~s . -Shd small, considerably inflated, walls very thin, somewhat 
spherical in outline; beaks about central, low; striae moderately fine, uniformly spaced and 
tnaintaining their size right up o v a  the beaks; pcriostracum a dull glass; dorsal margin 
rounded, rather short; ventral margin much longer than dorsal and not so steeply rounded; 
anterior end round, joining ventral margin with a slight angle only slightly below median 
line and joining dorstl margin a t  anterior cusps with or without a slight angle; posterior 
end rounded, but descending low where i t  joins ventral margin far down in a distinct 
angle; joins dorsal margin with or without a slight angle; hinge short, narrow, and onIy 
slightly widening at  cusps; cusps all distal, moderately sharp on top; cardinals near 
anterior cusps; hinge-platc very narrow with all the cardinals slim and rather faint; C 3 
parallel with hinge-plate, almost straight and only slightly enlarged at  posterior end; 
C 2 straight, parallel with hinge-plate and close to its inner edge; C 4 beginning outside 
C 2, but  not quite parallel to it, slightly curved and directed slightly inside cusps of P 11. 
S. izitiduna has roughly the appearance of a small, well-inflated S. corneuin. 
COMI~AR~SON~.-S~C S .  corneunz. 
13asrr~r.-Requires cold water, hence found only in deep water, at  considerable alti- 
tndcs, or quite far no1 th. 
GI.OC.IIAI,IIIC ~ ~ S ' I ' K ~ ~ U T I O N . - C A N A ~ ) A :  Newfoundland, Quebec, Ontario (Lakes On- 
tario, Superior, and Nipigon), Saskatchewan (northern lakes), Alberta (Amethyst Lake), 
British Columbia, and Northwest Territories (to Great Bear Lake). UNITED STATES: 
Maine (Androscoggin River), New York (Lake Champlain and Cayuga Lake), Michigan 
(Lake Michigan), Washington, Idaho, Utah, and Alaska (Aleutian Islands). EURASIA. 
Sphaerium occidentale Prime 
(1'1. I, Fig. 4) 
1853, Cyclas ovalis Prime (Preoc.) 
1860a, Sphaerium occi&ntale Pritnc. 
1865, Sphaerium occidentale Prime. 
M~SUREMI~NT~.-UMMZ 200804. Creek one-halE milc SE Thomasburg, Hastings Co., 
Ontario. Length: 7.0, 5.9, 45,  2.3. Height: G.0, 4.9, 3.8, 1.8. Diameter: 4.1, 3.2, 2.2, 1.0. 
DIAGN~XIIC  C ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ c : ~ r ~ . . ~ s . - S l r e l l  mal , rounded, a little longcr than higlr, ~notlerately 
inflated, "rest pcriotls" prominent, .c~alls o'f shell thin, about as high in front of beaks 
as behind; bcaks ~notlerately narrow and not very high, about central; striae fairly fine, 
becoming finer as beaks arc approached; periostracutn dull or having a dull gloss; dorsal 
margin moderately long, very gently curved, usually joining ends with the slightest angles; 
ventral margin lon,g, gcntly curved, joining ends without an angle; anterior end a broad 
curve, posterior end son~etirrles a little inore flatly curved than the anterior; hinge very 
long (almost full length of shell); hinge-platc long, slim (slightly heavier in tlitch ant1 
pond forms), very gcntly, evenly curved and of uniform width; laterals fairly slim, those 
of thc left valve and the inner ones of the right valve inoderately long; cusps of left 
valve and inner cusps of right valve sharp or only slightly blunted on top; cusp of A I ccn- 
tral or on proxi~nal side of center, of 1' I and P I1 central or on proximal or distal side 
of center, of A I1 proximal to central; A I11 and 1' I11 are very short with cusps at tlistal 
end; carclinals near anterior cusps, slim but distinct; C 3 moderately long, somcwhal 
curved or straight, a t  o ~ ~ t s i d e  of hinge-plate, somcwhat enlarged a t  posterior end; C; 2 
straigllt (top sometimes curved slightly by bending outward), in heavier specimens curvet1 
or bent at  its posterior end, parallel with the hinge-plate, or posterior end slightly 
Parther f ro~n  its inner edge; C 4 lcss distinct, straight or with the slightest curve, begin~~ing 
;it the outside of the posterior end of C 2 and angling gcntly across hinge-plate (C: 2 
and C 4 not parallel to cach othci-). T h e  proximal end of all laterals remain on top 
of the hingc-plalc. 111 niany specimcns A I1 extends along the hinge-plate in front 
and behind the cusp, nlaking the lateral appear very long. 'l'herc is a ridge on the inside 
of the shell about mitiway between the ends, and reaching from near the beaks to the 
ventral cdge of tlic shcll. 'l'his ridge has not been found in any other- species. It was 
also a distinctive feature in specitnens of the Sangamon Interglaciation. The  dors;~l ~nargin 
of tllc nepionic young is ;~lniost straight, and the ends are well rounded. 
COMI~ARISONS. -? '~~~C is some resemblance bctwecn Sp/laeri1~?11 occir~eirlo/r! ;111d $. 
l~nrtt~rt~eiu~ti , .  They are both fragile and are sonlctimcs found togethel-. 150th have a rouncl- 
ed anterior end and rounded ventral margin. Howcver, S. occiden/crle has a rountletl; not 
truncated, posterior end; the height of the shell is pretty much the same in front of 
the beaks as bchind; the hinge-plate is of cvcn width, evenly curved, and lacks thc bent1 
behint1 the cardinals; the dorsal margin is carved about as much as the vcntl-al; the 
strcll is almo6t frcc from angles; the laterals arc different, with thc cusps ;~l)out central. 
Occassionally ;I swamp form of Pisidi~rrn cnsel-tanuna is mistaken for very yo~cng- of 
Sljhneriurn occide71/olr, but the beaks of the pisidia are more posteriol- (see also S .  
co~neunl) .
Halcl.ra.r.-Stillwaters of swamps, ditches, and ponds; among grass ant1 1ear.c.s. 'I'liis 
species lras a preference for, or requires, a habitat that dries up for part of the year. 
GIIO(:RAPHIC I)ISTRIRIITION.-CANADA: New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario (north to 
'l'hundcr Bay District, Lake Superior). UNITED STATES: Vermont, Massachusetts. Connecti- 
cut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, S. Carolina, Tennessee, 
Alabama, Georgia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Montana, Wyoming, 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, and Colorado. 
Fossil specimens of S. occidentnle have been identified in I.atc I'leistoccne tlcposits 
of Sangamon age (Jinglebob fauna) in Meade Co., Kansas, IJ.S.A. 
SPHAERlIDAE OF NORTH AMERICA 
Sphnerizlrn partumeium (Say) 
(PI. I ,  Fig. 5) 
1822, Cyclas put~lumcia Say. 1902b, Calyculina hodgsoni Sterki. 
1841, Cyclas elevata Halde~nan. 1902b, Calyculina ferrissi Sterki. 
1848, Cyclas truncutu Linsley, in Gould. 1913, Muscu l ium orbiculare Sterki. 
18G5, Sphaeriuin conlrr ic . t~~t~z Prime. 
MI'AS~RICI\.~ENTS.-IJMMX 200807. Creek northwest of Newburgh, Carnden Twp., 
Lennox and Addington Co., Ontario. Length: 7.0, 5.5, 3.8, 2.6. Height: 6.1, 4.6, 3.3, 2.2. 
Diameter: 5 5 ,  3.0, 1.9, 1.4. Specimens from the United States attain a much greater size 
than any found in Canada. One specimen from Massachusetts, in Prime's collection at  
the Museurn of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts (MCZ 19480), measured: 
1.: 12.5; 13: 10.5; D: 8.0. In  the deep south there is a tendency for the walls to be thicker, 
the shell larger, and the dorsal margin more curved. UMMZ 199649, I'arson's Slough, 
Trinity River, Kaufman Co., Texas, measured: L: 13.5; H: 11.5; D: 9.0. 
D I A G N ~ S ~ I C  CHAP.ACTERS.-S~~~~ rather small to medium s ix ,  somewhat short in 
outline, walls thin; beaks about central or slightly anterior, low and but little swollen; 
striae fine and evenly spaced; periostracum glossy and smwth; dorsal margin almost 
straight and about as long as ventral margin; ventral margin well curved; anterior end 
usually well rounded, but sometimes slightly truncate, joining the dorsal ~nargin with an 
angle and the ventral margin without an angle (except when slightly truncate; then it 
has a very slight angle); posterior end truncate, slightly rounded, vertical (i.e., at  right 
angles to the dorsal margin, but at  times the end is less steep arid the lower part extends 
out somewhat), joining the dorsal margin with a sharp angle and the ventral margin with 
a less sharp one; hinge slightly rounded, long, same length as dorsal margin; hinge-plate 
rather long and very narrow (sometimes causing laterals to appear to be clinging to 
walls of shell), having a very slight bend behind cardinals; laterals of moderate length 
(those of left valve and the inner ones of right valve are slim but very distinct; the proxi- 
mal ends of anterior ones dip slightly; none appear to swing under hinge-plate at  proximal 
end); the very low posterior cusps are at  distal end of laterals, which fonn a gentle in- 
clined planc; anterior cusps rise more distinctly from the dip, and are distal, but some- 
times on distal side of center; cardinals much closer to anterior cusps, weak; C 3 short, 
sligtrtly curved, enlarged a little at  posterior end, parallel to hinge-plate which is so 
narrow that this cardinal usually partly overhangs the valve cavity; C 2 short, sometimes 
little more than a peg, usually with a slight curve at  posterior end (sometimes this cardinal 
is located on proximal end of A 11); C 4 very slim, about as long as or a little longer 
than C 2, directed toward cusp of P I1 or a little inside. 
In the largc, heavy specimens from the southern states the shell is heavier than in 
either those from the northern states or from Canada; the dorsal margin and posterior 
entl of these are more curved and since the hinge is heavier the laterals extend beyond the 
cusps. This makes the cusps appear less distal and A I and A I1 show some tendency to 
swing under thc hinge-plate at  their proximal end. Most specimens found in Canada arc 
very fragile, some transparent. 
COMPARISONS.-S. par tumeium and S. securis are much the same in size and in position 
and shape of beaks; i n  both, the dorsal margins and posterior ends are a t  right angles. 
When the periostracum is gone some specimens are hard to place because the anterior 
end of the ventral rnargin in S. p a r t t ~ m e i u m  also tends to swing upwards. However, the 
striae of S. securis are heavier, and the anterior end of the ventral margin swings higher. 
Some shot-t S. f~.nns7~enFiLm ay 11e confused with S. pnrtnnzeiictn, hnt the coarser 
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striae, longer shell, and less curved ventral margin of S. t ~ansve~- sum should serve to 
distinguish these two species. See also sections under S. lacustre and S.  occidentale. 
HABITAT.-Ponds, swamps, small lakes, and slow-moving streams. I t  has a preference 
for a muddy bottom, and is fairly common. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario (southern part 
only), Saskatchewan. UNITED STATES: Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con- 
necticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia, 
N. Carolina, S. Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Michi- 
gan, Indiana, Wisconsin (Baker,, 1928a:354) , Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas, Montana, California, and Nevada. 
Early Pleistocene fossils of Late Nebraskan age have been found in the Sand Draw 
and IXxon faunas and in Late Pleistocene strata (Jinglebob fauna) in Kansas, U.S.A. 
Sphaerium patella (Could) 
(Pl. 11, Fig. 4) 
1850, Cyclar patel!a Gould. 
1878, Sphaerium primeanum Clessin. 
For information about Sphaerium nobile Gould (1855), as used by Sterki, see Herring- 
ton (1950b). 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 200805, 200806. Selected specimens from Washington State- 
two stations. Len,gth: 14.5, 12.5, 8.2, 5.5. Height: 10.7, 9.0, 6.5, 4.6. Diameter: 8.0, 6.3, 4.0, 
2.0. 
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS.-S~CI~ fairly large, moderately to considerably inflated, rather 
long in outline, walls of medium thickness; beaks slightly anterior, low, enlarged in well- 
inflated specimens, narrow; striae very fine on and near beaks, becoming somewhat coarser 
and uneven as growth continues; periostracum somewhat glossy; dorsal margin fairly 
long, considerably rounded, passing into ends without an angle; ventral margin long ant1 
more openly rounded; anterior and posterior ends slope to join ventral margin with a 
well-rounded angle. T h e  two ends are much the same wit]; the posterior end usually 
beginning a little higher and somewhat steeper. T h e  hinge is rather long, considerably 
curved, with a small bend between the cardinals and the anterior laterals caused by the 
hinge-plate narrowing here and the hinge widening somewhat ar the anterior latelals; 
hinge-plate long, of moderate width, usually with a very slight widening a t  cardinals 
and a dip at  proximal end of anterior laterals; laterals distinct, short or moderately short, 
all remaining on top of hinge-plate; cusps of A I,  A 111, and P I11 distal, of P I and A TI 
central or on proximal or distal side of center, of 1' I1 distal or  distal side of center; 
cardinals near anterior cusps; C 3 a t  anterior end near outside of hinge-plate, short, and 
much curved; posterior end considerably enlarged, the whole diagonal to hinge-plate; 
C 2 back from inner edge of hinge-plate, short, curved; C 4 slightly longer than C 2, 
beginning outside posterior end of-c 2, straight or  very slightly curved a n d  directed well 
inside cusp of P 11. 
COMPARISONS.-S~~ .\'. fabale. 
H~nlTAT.-Sloughs, lakes, creeks, and rivers. 
GEOGRAPHIC DTSTRIR~JTTON.-UNITED S A ~ S :  Washington, Oregon, Idaho, ant1 Cali- 
fornia (Modoc Co.). 
SPHAERIIDAE OF NORTH AMERICA 
Sphnerizlnz rhomboideum (Say) 
(Pl. I, Fig. 3) 
1822, Cyclas rhomboidea Say. 
M~ASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 200808. Marsh Creek, Adolphustown Twp., Lcnnox and 
Addington Co., Ontario. Length: 13.1, 8.3, 6.5, 3.6. Height: 10.5, 6.7, 5.6, 3.1. Diameter: 
8.5, 5.2, 3.1, 1.6. 
DIAGNOSTIC HARACTERS.-Shell moderately large, much inflated, walls thin; beaks 
central, low and broad, but begin rather narrow; striae fine and regular (very fine on 
beaks) ; periostracum glossy; dorsal margin gently curved and moderately long; ventral 
margin almost straight and very long; anterior end somewhat pointed and rounded join- 
ing dorsal and ventral margins without an  angle; posterior end somewhat truncate, join- 
ing dorsal margin with a slight angle, and ventral margin with a greater angle. These 
angles vary in different specimens. T h e  ends tend to taper outward as they descend, and 
the greatest length of the shell is rather low. Hinge long, gently but not evenly curved, 
bending between the cardinals and the anterior laterals; hinge-plate long, of even width, 
wit11 considerable dip where the anterior laterals begin and a somewhat lesser dip where 
the posterior laterals begin; laterals clear-cut, of moderate length but thin; cusps rather 
steep and mostly sharp on top, those of the left valve high; cusp of A I and A I1 on 
distal side of center or  rather distal, of P I, P 11, A 111, and P 111 distal or somewhat so; 
cardinals neai anterior cusps; C 3 slim, weak, and varies greatly (sometimes a gentle 
curve; more rarely the anterior end curves outward slightly and then the cardinal 
assumes the shape of a slim S), with a slight thickening a t  posterior end, which is some- 
times bihrcate; C 2 slim, curved (when anterior end curves outward the cardinal becomes 
slightly S-shaped; sometimes the posterior end is more steeply hooked); C 4 is longer 
than C 2 and extends outside of it for about two-thirds of the latter's length and then 
curves slightly toward the inside of the shell. Most specimens of this species have definite 
bands of color, the latest growth being lighter than the older part of the shell. The  
nepionic young are somewhat square in outline with the anterior end not so vertical as 
the posterior. 
C o ~ ~ n ~ r s o ~ s . - S e e  . corneum. 
HAnlT~~.-Eddies in creeks and rivers; ponds; sheltered places in small lakes. Has a 
preference for muddy bottom with weeds and algae. T h e  specimens used above for mea- 
surements were collectetl from such a habitat in a limestone region. They were tlistributed 
through the algae from top to bottom in water from 12 to 18 inches deep. 
G ~ G H A P H I C  DIST.RIUIJTION.-CAN,\DA: Ontario (as far north as James Bay). UNITED 
STATES: Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsyl- 
venia, Ohio, Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa, Montana, Idaho. Sterki (19166: 438) gives, in 
addition, "Wisconsin . . . Manitoba, Alaska, British Colombia (?) , Nevada (?)." The  Alas- 
kan record is probably based on a confusion by someone with S. nitirl~cm, which is plentiful 
in Alaska ant1 is a smaller meml,er of the same group. 
Sphaesium securis Prime 
(PI. I, Fig. 2) 
1851, Cyclas securis Prime. 1909c, Musculiut~~ baiuuin Sterhi. 
1853a, Cyclas sbhaerica Anthony, in Prime. 19166, Musculium czz~strale SterLi. 
1865, Sblzaeriurn securis Prime. 
MEASURI.:M~:N.~S.-UMMZ 199715. Moira River, E of Chapman's Cort~ers, Ilungcrfortl 
Twp., Hastings Co., Ontario. Length: 6.3, 5.0, 2.8, 2.1. Height: 5.2, 4.4, 2.2, 1.7. Iliameter: 
3.9, 2.8, 1.6. 1.1. 
DIAGNOSKIC CHARACTERS.-Shell small, considerably inflated, much higher at  posterior 
than a t  anterior end; walls fairly light; beaks subcentral, of moderate height and some- 
what swollen (they do not readily blend Into the shell, but frequently fort11 a faint ~i t lge  
extending across the shell toward the lower part of the posterior end; a slighter ridge is 
also sometimes discernible at  the anterior end) ; striae fairly coarse to motlerately fine, 
distinct and cvcrlly spaced; periostracum dull, sometimes glossy. Those with coarser striae 
have a duller gloss and frequently live in  a habitat that produces an  accretion of foreign 
tnalter, often rusty brown, on most of the shells. In  some waters this accretion is not 
on all of the shells; in other places (e.g., the Bay of Quinte at  Carrying Place, Ontario, 
where the shells have a high .gloss and very fine, distinct striae) it can scarcely be detected. 
Specimens that show considerable gloss and are free from the coating of foreign matter 
appear to be on the margin of the customary habitat of this species. T h e  dorsal lnalgln 
is almost stlaight to slightly curved, fairly long; ventral margin a little longer than dorsal, 
wcll curved, and swinging high a t  anterior end, resulting in a greater disparity between 
the height of the anterior and posterior ends, in this species, than in any other Sf~hnrrium; 
anterior end well rounded, sometimes with a slight slope, and joining the ventral margin 
without an  angle, but frequently having an  anglc where it joins the tlorsal ~nargin; 
posterior encl trnncate, at  right angles to dorsal margin, but sometimes extcndi11.g out 
a little (then not quite vertical), joining dorsal margin with a fairly distinct, rounded 
angle, and ventral margin with a less distinct angle; hinge almost Cull length of shell, 
gently but not evenly curved, a slight bend behind the cardinals; hinge-plate very nallo\zr, 
but widening a bit as latelals are approached, with a slight dip at  the proximal end 
of interior  lateral^; laterals of medium length or  fairly long, all in an inclined plane, 
anterior ones a little steeper; cusps but little elevated above laterals and all distal; 
cardinals subcel~tral to tiear anterior cusps, indistinct; C 3 rather short, about straight, 
posterior end slightly enlarged (enlarged part overhangs interior of shell); C 2 shol-L, 
straight, and directed at  or inside cusp of P 11; C 4 short, straight, about parallel ~vitll 
C 2 or directed a little more outward. 
The  form sf)hnericurn Anthony is usually heavily coated with a ruqt-colored acc~etion, 
inflatetl, and the dorsal margin is considerably curved. 
COMI~ARISONS.-Sce S. partumeium. 
~ - I A B ~ T A T . - P ~ ~ ~ s ,  lakes, and rivers. Frequently found in line sand. 
GEOGRAPHIC I~IS~IRIBUTION.-CANADA: Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Rrunswick, 
Quebec, Ontario (southern part only, north and east of Toronto), British Columbia. 
UNITED STATES: Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
l'et~nsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, N. Carolina, S. Carolina (Sterki), Tennessee, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Florida, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska, 
Iowa, Arkansas, I.ouisiat~;~, Teuas, Montana, and \\'ashington. 
S$i~uc?.iunx striuti?zu?ix (Lalnarck) 
(Pl. 11, Fig. 5) 
Cyclas sbriatiiza Lamarck. 
Cyclas . triangularis Say. 
Cyclas slaminea Conrad. 
Cyclas dentata Haldctn;~n. 
Cyclas /Inva Primc. 
Cyclas onarginata Primc. 
Cyclas acuminata l'ritnc. 
Cyclas so l id~~ la  Primc. 
Cyclas nlodesta l'rinlc. 
Cyclns aurea Primc. 
Sphaeviuln vei-mo~lta~rcc~~i I'ric~lc. 
1863, Spfzuei-iuin tunziduin Baird. 
1863, Sphaerium spokani Baird. 
1898, Sfihaerium lilycasllense F. C. Baker. 
1903, Sphaerium jalaf~ense Pilsbry. 
1906, Sphaeriuin henderso~zi Sterki. 
1909a, Sphaerium f1ilsb7-yn?1uiri Sterki. 
1913, Sphaerium ac~c~ninatuin Sterki. 
191 3, Sphaei-~ILIII ol~ioei~se Sterki. 
19166, Sphaeriuit~ torsurn Sterki. 
19226, Sphaeriunz declive Stcrki. 
1927, Sphaeriui~l notatum Sterki. 
MEAsuRI.:MENTS.-UMMZ 206760. Bridge over O u x  River on highway fro111 Hastings 
to Iceene, Aphodel Twp., Peterborough Co., Ontario. Length: 12.5, 10.1, 7.2, 3.9. Height: 
9.6, 8.0, 5.5, 3.1. Diarncter: 7.3, 6.0, 4.0, 2.5. Some creek specimens are larger: UMMZ 
200809. Bethany Creek, Bethany, Peterborough Co., Ontario. L: 15.5; H: 12.5. T h e  lake 
form is relatively higher: IJMMZ 206761. Lake Ontario, 1 mi. I Y  of Outlet, Athol Twp., 
I'rincc Eclwartl Co.,  Ontario. Shore debris I.: 10.0; H: 8.5. 
~ ~ A G N O S I ' I C  CHARACTERS.-S~~I~ medium to large, moderately inflated, shell wall 
motleratcly thin to fairly thick; beaks somewhat towart1 anterior end, low to prominent; 
striac irregular; soinc specimens heavily striated over whole shell, some have heavy sttiac 
on beaks, but they altliost fade out toward outer part of shcll; in some, striac are faint 
011 beaks, but become heavier farther out; in other sets, striac can hardly be seen; peuios- 
tr;lcom dull (the lake form somctimcs attains some gloss) ; dorsal margin of medium 
length, roundly and fairly evenly curvcd; ventral margin long and more openly curved; 
antcrior end roundly curvcd, joining dorsal margin without an angle and ventral margin 
with or without a rounded anglc; posterior end usually a slope joining margins with or 
without an  anglc; hingc Eairly long, considerably ancl unevenly curved, with a slight 
dip a t  proximal end of anterior laterals, the inner anterior laterals projecting considerably 
into interior of shell; hinge-plate fairly long, narrow, a little wider at  posterior enti; 
laterals rathcr short, proximal ends of A I and P I frequently appear to dip under 
hing-c-platc; anterior laterals short, posterior ones moderate in length; cusps of right 
valve low and blunt on top, central or on distal side of center or even distal; cusps 
of left valvc rather high and blunt, of A I1 central or on proximal or distal side of 
ccutcr; cardinals near anterior cusps, short but  distinct; C 3 almost parallel with hinge- 
plate, more or less curved, somewhat enlarged at  posterior end (this end is nearer the 
insidc of the hinge-plate); C 2 short, near inner edgc of hinge-plate, a curve or bend 
with posterior end nearer inner edgc of hinge-plate (whcn the top bends outward 
it t ake  on thc appearance of a peg) ; C 4 slim, longer than C 2, begins outside center 
of (: 2, ~ t ra ight  or slightly curved, directed at  cusp of P I1 or inside. 
There i s  a great lack of uniformity in size and outline of the shell; river specitnens, 
which appear to be the typical form, are rather long in outline; lake specimens are often 
rclativcly higher. However, the young of all forms are much the same in outline. In 
thc younger specimens thc shell i q  more rectangular in outline, with the dorsal and ventral 
margins somcwhat flattcnecl, and the ends take on mole slope and join thc dorsal margin 
with angles. 
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COMPARISONS.-Some large, long S. striatinurn, particularly those of the central United 
States, reaching into Kansas, resemble S. sulcaturn in outward appearance, but  the usual 
S. s u l c a t u ~ n  differs in that, although the striae on the beaks are coarse as in S. striatinunz, 
over the rest of the shell the striae are less coarse and are uniform in size and spacing. 
In  S. striatinurn there is no uniformity in the striae. T h e  ends of S. sulcalunz are steeper, 
and the hinge is more nearly straight: the nepionic young are longer, more nearly rec- 
tangular and the margins less curved. 
There is a large, long form of S ,  striatinurn in the central states that has considerable 
resemblance to S. tru~zmersum. But in S. t ransuersu~ ,~  the difference in height in front 
oC and behind the beaks is much greater, the shell walls are thinner, the dorsal margin 
less curved, and there is a distinct jog in the hinge-plate behind the cardinals. See also 
S. fabale. 
HAn1~.4~.-Creeks, rivers, large and small lakes. I have never found i t  in ponds, swamps 
or anywhere in stagnant water, but in sand or sandy gravel in creeks and rivers (even in 
sandy gravel in cracks in flat rocks), in sandy mud, but not in fine, soft mud. I have 
collected it in fine sand in two or three inches of water in small lakes, and Kenneth G. 
Wood collected many specimens in Lake Erie down to a depth of 13.5 meters. This species 
is our most common Sphaeriurn. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario (north to 
Moosonee, James Bay), Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, and North- 
west Territories (Great Slave Lake). UNITED STATES: Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, 
Virginia, N. Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Ohlo, 
Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, 
Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Montana, Wyoming, Washington, Oregon, 
Idaho, California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico. MEXICO: Vera Crur. 
CENTRAL AMERICA: Panama. 
T h e  oldest fossils of S. striatinurn have been reported from the Middle Pleistocene 
(Saw Rock Canyon fauna) Seward Co., Kansas, U.S.A. Various records exist for later 
periods. 
Sphaerium sulcatum (Lamarck) 
(PI. I, Fig. 1) 
1816, Cyclas similis Say (F. C. Baker, not Say, cf. Herrington, 1950b; 117). 
1818, Cyclas sulcata Lamarck. 
1901, Sphaerium crassum Sterki. 
19lOa, Sphaerium lineaturn Sterki. 
1930, Sphaerium fallax Sterki. 
MEASUREMENTS.--UMMZ 200810. Scott Graham Creek, Carleton Co., Ontario. Length: 
20.0, 14.5, 10.0, 7.2. Height: 14.5, 10.8, 7.6, 5.5. Diameter: 11.0, 7.6, 5.5, 3.1. 
DIAGNOSTIC HARACTERS.-S~~II large, heavy, long in outline; beaks low, subcentral; 
striae heavy, more widely spaced around beaks than farther out, and of fairly uniiornl 
height; periostracum a dull gloss; dorsal margin long, slightly rounded; ventral margin 
long, a little more openly rounded; anterior end slightly rounded, steep but not vertical 
slope, joins dorsal margin with or without an  angle and ventral margin low with a much- 
rounded angle: anterior and posterior ends similar; hinge long, very openly curved, 
narrowing somewhat and with a slight dip between cardinals and anterior cusps; hinge- 
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plate rather long, moderately narrow; laterals short to medium in length; sometimes A I, 
and less frequently P I, dip below hinge-plate at their proximal ends; cusp of A I 
distal, moderately high but blunt on top, of P I somewhat distal or on distal side of 
center, low, an inclined plane, of A I1 central or on proximal or distal side of center, 
high, blunt on top; cusp of P I1 distal or on distal side of center, fairly prominent but 
blunt; cardinals nearer anterior cusps; C 3 parallel with hinge-plate, sometimes theanterior 
cnd long and extending along hinge-plate, sometimes (when shorter) curving slightly out- 
ward, a rounded curve followed by a slightly enlarged posterior end; C 2 parallel with 
hinge-plale and fairly close to its inner edge; C 4 weak, beginning outside C 2 and 
curving well toward interior of shell. In specimens with a heavy hinge-plate C: 2 is farther 
back from the inner edge of the hinge-plate and more curved. 
C o ~ ~ > ~ ~ r s o ~ s . - S e e  S. st~iatinum. 
HAn1TAT.-Srnall lakes, also eddies in rivers and creeks. It has a preference for soft 
sand with vegetation; never found in swamps or ponds. 
GE,OCRAPIIIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Quebec, Ontario (north to James Bay) , Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan, and Alberta. UNITED STATES: Maine, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, 
I'ennsylvania, Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Minnesota, S. Dakota, Iowa, 
Montana, Wyoming, and Washington? (one old valve). Apparently it does not now extend 
south of the area covered by the glaciers. 
Known as a fossil in the Sand Draw local fauna of Nebraskan age (Pleistocene), 
Kansas. U.S.A. 
Sphaerium transuersurn (Say) 
(Pl. 11, Fig. 6) 
1829, Cyclas transversa Say. 
1856, Sphaerium pallidium Gray. 
1860b, Sphaerium sublrans~ersum Prime. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 200811. Rideau Canal, Hartwell Locks, Carleton Co., Ontario. 
Length: 12.5, 9.9, 8.0, 3.9. Height: 8.9, 7.6, 5.9, 3.0. Diameter: 6.0, 5.1, 3.8, 1.8. Specimens 
from some localities are much smaller. Specimens from Lake Ontario are larger; e.g., Sun- 
nyside, Toronto, Ontario. L: 14.3, H: 10.5; D: 6.9. 
DIACNO~TIC CHARACTERS.-Shell quite large (but in some marginal localities rather 
small); long in outline; posterior end higher than anterior, walls thin; beaks nearer anter- 
ior end, the percentage with caps very small and then only weakly marked off; striae 
moderately fine, somewhat irregular; periostracum dull to slightly glossy; dorsal margin 
rather long, little curved, a jog at the beaks; ventral margin very gently curved, consid- 
erably longer than the dorsal; anterior end a steep slope with curvature of varying 
degrees or rounded, frequently joining dorsal margin with an angle, ventral margin 
without an angle; posterior end begins quite high, sloping outward with a somewhat 
rounded slope descending fairly low (adding to length of ventral margin) and joining 
margins with a rounded angle, or both margins without an angle; hinge long, slightly 
and irregularly curved; hinge-plate long, narrow, and forming a distinct jog behind 
cardinals; laterals distinct; laterals of right valve rather short, anterior one of left valve 
short; posterior lateral somewhat longer, a long inclined plane (there is a slight dip 
at the proximal end of the anterior laterals which gives them a shorter appearance and 
gives prominence to the cusps, all of which are blunt on top); cusps of P I, P 11, and 
P 111 at distal end, of A I11 and A I1 usually distal, sometime on distal side of center, 
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of A I distal, on distal side of center, or central; cardinals near anterior cusps, weak; C 3 
moderately short, parallel with hinge-plate, straight or slightly curved and only slightly 
enlarged at posterior end; C 2 short, straight or, rarely, curved outward at  the ends; C 4 
weak, short, very close to shell margin, straight or slightly curved, almost parallel with 
C 2, but space between them wider at anterior end, directed at  or slightly inside or out- 
side cusp of P 11. 
COMPAR~SONS.-S~~ S. pa tumeiunz and S. striatinurn. 
HAslT~T.-Large lakes, rivers, and sloughs. Sterki (1909b) adds: "[S. tl-atzsve,atc~if] 
is also found in rivers with strong current, with stony and rocky bottom." I have collected 
very few specimens of this species; it is rather scarce. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, 
and Northwest Territories (a small form in Tathlina Lake). UNITED STATES: New York, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, W. Virginia, North Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, North 
Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas, Louisiana, Texas, Mon- 
tana, and Colorado. MEXICO. EUROPE. About 1850 this species was introduced into England 
and became known as S. pallidium Gray (1856). I t  was first collected in England in 1856 
in a canal. I t  was afterward recovered from other localities. I have only one set from 
Exmouth and another from Lancashire. 
S. tranwersum is known as a fossil from the Sand Draw and Dixon faunas (Early 
Pleistocene, Late Nebraskan age) and from the Late Pleistocene (Butler Spring fauna), 
Kansas. U.S.A. 
Type: T e l l i n a  amnica  Miiller, 1774 
Pis id ium adamsi  Prime 
(Pl. 111, Fig. 5; PI. VII, Fig. 5 )  
1851, Pisidium adamsi Prime. 1912c, Pisidium sphaericum Sterki. 
1865, Pisidium adamsi Prime. 1916b, Pisidium adamsi afine Sterki. 
1901c, Pisidium afine Sterki. 1922b, Pisidium deflexum Sterki. 
1901c, Pisidium sargenti Sterki. 
MEASUREMENTS. -CO~~~~ fro111 Maine, Prime's collection. Museum of Comparative 
Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts. MCZ 1982. Length, 7.2; Height, 6.3; Diameter, 4.7. 
UMMZ 198889. A dried up  lake, 4 miles NW Keene, Otonabee Twp., Peterborougll Co., 
Ontario, Canada. Length: 7.3, 5.6, 3.7, 1.6. Height: 6.3, 4.5, 3.2, 1.2. Diameter: 4.5, 3.1. 
2.0, 0.7. 
DIAGNOSTIC ~~P..rn~Rs.-Shell very large and considerably inflated; beaks broad and 
full, many specimens with a flattening best seen in juvenile and nepionic shells; striae 
rather heavy and uniformly spaced; periostracum very dull; dorsal margin long and 
gently curved; anterior end rather steep, the slope slightly curved; posterior end truncate 
and vertical; ventral margin long and gently curved. Hinge long, openly curved and 
heavy; laterals heavy with heavy cusps, broad on top. Cusp of A I on the distal side 
of center; cusps of P I distal, of A I1 proximal, of P I1 on distal side of center; cardinals 
central or on anterior side of center; C 3 long, considerably curved, its posterior end a 
little enlarged; C 4 as long as, or longer than C 2, slightly curved and usually not directed 
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toward interior of shell, but toward cusp of P I1 or just inside of it; C 4 varies in length, 
greatly curved or bent. 
In the specimens described as P. sargenti and P. sphaericunl the dorsal margin and 
hinge are considerably shorter. I do not recognize these as no~nenclatorial entities. 
'I'he terms P. s p l ~ a e ~ - i c u m  and P. deflexunl apply to extreme forms of P. adamsi. 
Both show signs of deformity, but intergradc with P. adamsi. The  habitat of each is on 
the border of that of the average P. adan~s i .  
C : o ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ s o ~ s . - S o r n e  large P. casertanum may easily be confused with P. adnrnsi 
as there is some rescnlblance in outward appearance, and the location of the cusps on the 
laterals is much the same. However, P. adamsi is very large with rather coarse striae, 
dull periostracum, long dorsal margin (except in the above mentioned P. sargenli and P. 
spllciericum), distinctly sloped anterior end, heavy laterals with blunt cusps, subcentral 
cardinals, and C 4 is directed toward cusp of P 11 or just inside instead of curvin.g 
downward. 
H A B I T A T . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  lakes, ponds, rivers, and (rarely) creeks. I t  has a preference for muck 
and decaying vegetable matter. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: N ~ v  Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, and Saskatche- 
wan. l l N l T l < D  S~ATIIS: Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusclts, Ncw York, New Jersey, 
I'ennslyvania, Delaware, Virginia (Sterki), Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Floritla, Ohio, 
Michigan, Indiana, Wisco~rsin, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, and Montana. 
I'isitlium ncquilnterale Prime 
(1'1. V, Fig. I ;  PI. VII, Fig. 13) 
1851, Pisidium aequilnternle Prime. 
1865, Pisidium aequik(~terale Prime. 
MEASURI!MENTS.-IJMMZ 187792. Lake a t  mouth of small creek, Campbell's Bay, 
Mazinaw Lake, Lennox and Addington Co., Ontario. Length: 3.5, 3.0, 2.2, 1.6. Height: 3.4, 
2.9, 1.9, 1.2. Diameter: 2.8, 2.2, 1.5, 1.0. 
DIAGNOSTIC CI IARACTERS. -S~~~~  medium size, short, heavy; beaks central, large, broad, 
very high, full, and usually flattened a bit on  top; striae moderately fine but distinct; 
periostracnm moderately glossy; dorsal margin rather long and somewhat stecply rounded; 
venlral margin almost as long, but not quite as stecply rounded as dorsal; anterior end 
short and very steep, beginning at, or below, the anterior cusps and joining the ventral 
margin with an  angle; posterior end round, joining dorsal and ventral margins without 
an angle; hinge well curved, long, almost full length of shell; hinge-plate heavy; laterals 
heavy, rather short, cusps blunt on top; cusps of A I distal, of P I on distal side of center or 
central, of A I1 distal or on distal side of center, of P I1 central; cardinals central, C 3 
steeply curved, anterior end rather slim, C 2 varies in size, C 4 almost straight, directed 
toward cusp of 1' 11; space bctween C 2 and C 4 is a sliL directed toward cusp of P 11. 
When a single valve is viewed from the inside, P. aequilaterale comes nearest to being 
round in  outline of any of our Pisidium. 
COMPARISONS.-SO~~ heavy P. n i t i d u m  with a steep anterior end are much like some 
immature P. aequilaterale, but the beaks of P. aequilaterale arc more prominent and 
swollen, the striae coarser, and the periostracum has less gloss. 
The  short, high form of P. ~a7-iccbile looks much like P. aequilaterale with respect 
to color, thickness of shell wall, height, hinge characters, ant1 shape of the nepionic young. 
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However, the anterior end of P. variabile is not as steep and the slope begins higher, 
the ventral margin is longer, the beaks are more toward the posterior end, the space 
between the posterior end of C 2 and C 4 is much greater, and the beaks of the nepionic 
young are not swollen at the middle in the same way. 
H A U I T A T . - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ,  rivers, and lakes. Prefers small weeds on a fine sandy bottom. 
Almost all my specimens are from igneous rock formations. In the Mississippi River 
(Ontario) drainage system it is fairly abundant. Over 500 specimens were collected from 
a spot a rod square in the mouth of a creek in Mazinaw Lake. 
GEOGRAPHIC D~STRI~UTION.-CANADA: Quebec and Ontario (east of 'ror011t0). t1NITKn 
STATES: Maine, Vennont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York. New Jersey, l'enn- 
sylvania, Virginia (Sterki) , Michigan (Sterki), and Illinois. 
Pisidium amnicum (Miiller) 
(PI. 111, Fig. 2; PI. VII, Fig. 2) 
1774, Tellina amnica Miiller. 
1832, Pisidium amnicum Jenyns. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 194229. St. Lawrence River, in mouth of small creek, west 
side of Hudson's Pt., Leeds County, Ontario. Length: 9.7, 6.2, 4.7, 2.9. Height: 7.2, 46, 
3.5, 2.1. Diameter: 5.3, 3.1, 2.4, 1.2. UMMZ 194277. Fiskebok, Sjolland Oht, Denmark. 
Collected by M. Steenberg. L: 11.9; H: 9.2; D: 7.5. 
DIAGNOSTIC C~A~~rnRs.-Shel l  large, heavy, long; striae very coarse and rather uni- 
form (specimens from some localities in Europe are almost free of these heavy striae); 
periostracum glossy; beaks rather far back, medium in height, and moderately narrow; 
dorsal margin very short, uniting with the anterior and posterior ends without an angle; 
anterior end a long slightly curved slope rounded at extreme end; ventral margin very 
long and slightly curved; posterior end truncated or extending outward somewhat; hinge 
of medium length, moderately heavy, rather far back, and evenly curved; cusp of A I 
and P I on distal side of center, of A I1 proximal or on proximal side of center, of P 11 
central or on distal side of center; cardinals fairly close to anterior cusps; C 2 resembles 
a large peg flattened on the anterior side, rounded on the posterior and outside; C 4 a 
thinly curved wedge with thin end out; C 3 fits around C 2 with a rounded hollow, 
having a heavy posterior arm reaching to the inner edge of hinge-plate and a lighter 
anterior arm reaching half-way across hinge-plate; C 3 openly and steeply carved, making 
a good inverted U. 
COMPARISONS.-The r semblance to P. adamsi is chiefly in size. P. adan~si has a tlull 
periostracum and the cardinals resemble those of P. casertanum. 
There is a slight resemblance to P. dubium in size, shape, and surface appearance. 
However, P. amnicum differs from P. dubium in that the beaks are narrower and not as 
far back, the dorsal margin is shorter and the anterior slope not as straight and steep, the 
heavy uniform striae found on most P. amnicum cover most of the upper part of the 
shell, the cusp of A I1 is proximal (making the hinge appear short), and the outer side 
of C 2 is bluntly rounded, removing the cut-in-two appearance of C 3 and making C 3 
have a rounded bend. 
There is a long slim form of P. idahoense in Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories, 
which has a strong resemblance to P. amnicum. These can be distinguished by the car- 
dinals which, in P. idahoense, are much as in P. casertanum. 
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HABITAT.-O~ this continent it appears to have a preference for sandy bottoms o f  
big waters. P. amnicum is not very plentiful i n  Europe, and very scarce i n  North America. 
It appears to be an introduced species here. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: St. Lawrence River, Ottawa River (around 
Ottawa), Bay o f  Quinte, and Lake Ontario. U N I T E D  STATES: Lake Ontario (New York,  
F .  C. Baker, 1901). Lake Erie (Ohio), Lake Huron (Michigan), Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey (Delaware K.), and Lake Champlain (New York or Vermont,  Pilsbry, 1921). "Lakc 
Ontario, probably introduced from Europe." Sterki (1916: 446). AFRICA: Egypt. I :UKASIA.  
Pisidium casertanurtz (Poli) 
(Pl. IV, Fig. 1 ;  1'1. VII, Fig. 7 )  
1791, Cardiunl casertanum Poli. 
1838, Pisidium cinereum Alder. 
1841, Pisidium abditum Haldeman. 
1841, Cyclas minor Adams, i n  Mighels 
and Adams. 
1842, Cyclas steen buchi Moller. 
1843, Pisidum roseum Scholtz. 
1851, Pisidium regulare Prime. 
1853, Pisidiunz noveboracense Prime. 
1865, Pisidium occidentale Newcomb. 
1895c, Pisidium politum Sterki. 
1896a, Pisidium randolfihi Roper. 
1896~. Pisidium trapezoidcum Sterki. 
1898b, Pisidium roperi Sterki. 
1901a, Pisidium streatori Sterki. 
1902a, Pisidiurn strengi Sterki. 
1903b, Pisidium ashmuni Sterki. 
1903c, Pisidium complanattim Sterki. 
1903c, Pisidium rowelli Sterki. 
1903c, Pisidium cuneiforme Sterki. 
19056, Pisidium atlanticz~m Sterki. 
19060, Pisidium proximum Sterki. 
1906d, Pisidium subrotundum Sterki. 
1906d, Pisidium friersoni Sterki. 
1906f, Pisidium neglectum Sterki. 
1906, Pisidium abditum huachucanu~n 
Pilsbry and Ferriss. 
1907b, Pisidium superius Sterki. 
1907b, Pisidium succineum Sterki. 
1911 b, Pisidium albidum SLerki. 
191 1 b, Pisidium dispar Sterki. 
1912c, Pisidium alleni Sterki. 
1913, Pisidium columbiant~nz Sterki. 
1913, Pisidium furcatum Sterki. 
1913, Pisidium neuadense Sterki. 
1916b, Pisidium elevatum Sterki. 
1916b, Pisidium ovum Sterki. 
1916~. Pisidium hannai Sterki. 
1916b. Pisidium fabale Sterki. 
19226, Pisidium parodoxurn Sterki. 
1922b, Pisidium griseolum Sterki. 
1922b, Pisidium orcasense Sterki. 
1923, Pisidium lucidum Sterki. 
1923, Pisidium mirum Sterki. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 187048. Small roadside creek where road west from Keene 
crosses XI1 Concession o f  Otonabee, Ontario. Length: 4.1, 3.3, 2.7, 1.7. Height: 3.4, 2.8, 
2.1, 1.3. Diameter: 2.8, 2.0, 1.6, 0.7. U M M Z  190461. Kitchen Creek, Lolo National Forest, 
GmniLe County, Montana. Collected by Royal Brutlson. L:  8.2; H:  6.5; D: 4.5. 
DIAGNOSTIC CHARAC~.EHS . -T~~  average shell is rather long i n  outline. Shell o f  moder- 
ate weight; beaks subcentral t o  a little farther back, not high; striae rather fine; perio- 
stracum moderately dull to slightly glossy; dorsal and ventral margins parallel and gently 
curved, tlorsal margin usrlally joins ends with slight angles; anterior end moderately long 
and rounded; posterior end truncate; hinge-plate moderately long, fairly broad, laterals 
distinct, but  not long; cusps on laterals rather sharp; cusp o f  A 1 on distal side o f  center, 
o f  A I1 proximal or on proximal side o f  center, o f  P I1 on  distal side o f  center; P I and 
1' 111 short, cusps distal; cardinals near anterior cusps; C 3 slightly curved and somewhat 
enlarged a t  posterior end, C 2 usually an  inverted I), C 4 thin and more or less curved, 
directed toward interior of the shell. 
COMPARISONS.-The hinge characters are much the same as in P. fallax; sonle P. 
cc~sertanurn have all nos^ t11c sanle outline. However, the beaks of P. fallax depart more 
or less from the smooth form, some are flatteued on top and some have iucipient ridges. 
T h e  shell is high rather than long, and the anterior end lacks the characteristic roundeti 
eud of P. cclsertnnuril. l ' h e  pcriostracum has a degree of dullness never fou~ld  in P. 
c 'userlnir~~~~z,  antl tlic hinge-plate is broad. The  cusp of A I1 is twistetl so thal it is no1 
parallel with the shell margin, but directed somewhat to the irlside of the sllell. This 
aflects the cusp of A I ant1 makes it extend inward causing the sultus between A I ant1 
A 111 to be V-shaped. 
There is a form of P. Jerrugineum found in enlargemcnts of creeks, among grass and 
weeds, and in association with a small, inflated forrn of P. casertn?z1~1r1, that I-csetnbles the 
young of P. cnsei-lrrnum. But the shell of these P. ferrugineum is long and well inflated. 
T h e  beaks are lotv and about central, the anterior end round, the anterior laterals of the 
right valve short, the cusps sharp on top aud a little more central than in P. cct.srrlan~irrz, 
and the cusp of A I1 is high and toothpick-like, not a steep incline. 
P. insigne cat1 be tnistaken for nepionic young of P. cu.tertn?zrrrn, I ~ u t  the beaks of P. 
ilcsigne arc almost central ancl Inore tievelolxd than in P. cctsertc~nzLm of the same s i ~ e .  
T h e  dorsal margin of P. i~zsigrze is more ~-urvcd, the anterior slope not as steep, the anterior 
end tnore pointed, and the ventral trlargin not as curved. ' Ihe posterior half of the shell 
is higher than the anterior; the highrst part of the dorsal margirl is immediately behind 
the cardinals and in  many specimens this is conspicuous; the hinge is long; the cusps on 
A I and 1' I are distal; on A 11 the cusp is distal or on the tlislal side of center. 
One form of P. cnsel-tnnunz has a long, downward-slopiug antevior rntl that has sotnr 
reselnblance to that of P. s u b t r ~ ~ n r n t u m  and P. ~unllteri form mainensr. Rrlt the hinge of 
P. casertnnum is parallel with the ventral margin, antl C 4 is curved tlownwards, so C: I! 
and C 4 are not parallel as in P .  subtruncut~rm and P. wnlkeri form mninmzse. T h e  
periostracum differs in each of the three species. 
T h e  variety P. cn.serlnrlur~l f,onderosurn Stelfox approaches P. uni-inbile somewhat 
closely i r ~  outline. But these short, high P. caserta?~urn differ in that the cusp of A I 
is Inore central and that of P I1 is proximal. Also, the cardinals are usually Ilcarcl- thr 
antc:rior cusps. 
For comparisons sre P .  odamsi. 
HABITAT.-P. ca.serla?z~~m has succeeded in adapting itself to n wide variety of 11:rl)iLat.;. 
One finds it in bog ponds, ponds, swamps that dry up  for several months of thr ycsr. 
swamp-creeks, creeks with considerable current, rivers, and lakes, including the Cre;~r 
Lakes. This is by far the most cornlnon Pisirliuw~. 
GIOGRAPIIIC DI~IBU.~ION. -CANADA:  There are records for the occurrence of P. 
casertnizum throughout the country from Newfoundland and Labrador to British Colutll- 
bia, and as far north as the Arctic Circle. UNITED STATES. I t  is found in all of the Stalcs 
except Hawaii, Kentucky, and North Dakota. Mexlco. cARruaEAN ARIA: Cuba, Puerto 
Rico. CENTRAL A N D  SOUTII AMERICA: Honduras, Brazil, Patagonia. 1uRas1A: the most widely 
distributed Pisidium. AIJSTRALIAN ARM: Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania. AFRICA: as 
Ear south as Rhodesia. 
Quite modern looking specimens have been recorded as fossils from the 1.avcr11r 
Formation of the Lower I'liocene in Beaver Co., Oklahoma, U.S.A. 
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Pisidiuvz compressunz Prime 
(1'1. V, Fig. 2; PI. VII, Fig. 14) 
1851, Pisidium co?npressunz L'rime. 
1865, Pisidiunl compressurn Prime. 
M ~ A ~ I J K ~ M ~ N T ~ . - U M M Z  199141. Rice Lake, Birdsall Beach, Otonabee ?'wp., Peter- 
borough Co., Ontario. Length: 3.8, 3.1, 2.4, 1.8. Height: 3.8, 2.8, 2.1, 1.6. Diameter: 2.7, 
2.0, 1.3, 1.0. 
DIAGNOS~IC CHARACTERS.-Shell of medium size, heavy, varying from short and high 
to moderately long; beaks rather prominent, quite far back, narrow and usually with 
ridges; striae of medium coal-sencss to moderately fine; periostracum dull; tlorsal margin 
short and round; anterior end bcgins near beaks without an angle, has a rather steep 
slope becoming almost straight, the steeper end near proximal side of cusps descending 
low to where it joins ventral margin with an angle; ventral margin long (three times that 
of the dorsal) and considerably curved, passing into the posterior end without an angle; 
1x)sLcrior end broadly rounded, vertical or slightly cut under; hinge long, heavy, and 
~nodcrately to steeply curvetl; latcrals rather short, being incorporated into the hinge- 
plate; A I11 and P III  tend to curve around the pit of the sulcus, cusps blunt on top; 
cusp of A I distal, of P I, A 11, and P I1 central or  on distal side of center; cardinals 
ccntral; C 3 short, considerably curved, postcrior end much the larger; C 2 short and 
stout like an inverted D; C 1 rather short, slightly curved, and directed toward cusp of 
1' 11; space bctwcen postcrior end of C 2 and C 4 considerable. 
C O M P A K I S ~ N S . - T ~ ~  general outline of the shell is much the same as in P. henslow- 
U I I I L I ~  for111 S I I ( J ~ I Z U ~ .  Both have ridges on the beaks, a steep antcrior slope, and a heavy, 
~nr~cll-curved hingc. Howcvcr-, the ridges on the beaks of form s l~pi~zurn  resemble those in 
P. lilljehorgi form crislaluvz and P. henslowanl~in; the striae arc morc widely spaced, 
the hinge shoricr, and the cusp of A I1 is proximal. 
The  hinge charactct-s arc almost exactly the same as in P. ~~ltramorztrirzum. But P. 
1rllr~1nor~tai7?rm is considerably larger, more nearly round in outline, the diameter is 
Icss, and many shells have a number of ridges interspersed among the finer striae. 
'l'he hi11.g~ characters and outline of the shell of most specimens are the same in 
1'. vcrj-inljilr, but the periosLracnm of P. compressunz is dull, not glossy, and the beaks 
narrow antl r~snally ridged. The  striae also differ considerably. 
H~~~ir.~l. .-Crceks,  rivers, ant1 lakes. It has a preference for sandy bottoms with vege- 
tation, i ~ n d  shallow water, brit Kenneth G. Wood collectcd it at  16 meters in the western 
cntl of Lakc Erie, antl I brought it up  from a depth of 20 meters in Mazinaw Lake, 
1,ctinox ant1 Addington Co., Ontario. Sterki (19160: 447) states: "the river and creek 
for111 is regarded as typical." Next to P. c a s e i - ~ ~ I I I I I I Z  it is the mosL common Pisidiurn in 
North America. 
~I'OGRAI'III(: )ISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Ontario, Saskatch- 
cw;cn, Alberta, British Columbia, and Northwest Territories to Great Slave Lake. U N I T I D  
s-ri\.l.r{s: Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, District of Columbia, 
Tenncssec, Georgia, Alabama, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Texas, Montana, Wyoming, Washington, Oregon, 
Itlaho, California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, and Alaska. MEXICO. 
Fossil P. cotnf~ress~Lm is known from the Middle Pliocene onwards. T h e  earliest record 
is from thr Ogallala Formation (Prc-Bnis ranch fauna) of the High Plains region, U.S.A. 
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Pisidium conventus Clessin 
(1'1. VI, Fig. 6; PI. VII, Fig. 22) 
1877, Pisidium conuentus Clessin.11 
1898a, Pisidium abyssorum Sterki. 
1923, Pisidium hendersoni Sterki. 
MEASUREMENT-s.-UMMZ 194656. Atr~etllyst Lakc, Jasper National l'ark, Alberta (Alti- 
tude 6451 feet). Collected by I). S. Ilawso~l. Length: 3.2, 2.5, 1.8, 1.3. Height: 2.8, 2.2, 1.G, 
1.0. Diameter: 2.0, 1.3, 1.0, 0.5. 
D I A C N ~ S ~ I C  CIIARACTBRS.-Shell small, thin; speci~ncns vary greatly in outline when 
occurring in deep water of small lakes, or in large lakes; shells from small lakes of high 
altitude tend to be larger and less angular; beaks subcentral to sotnewhat posterior, broacl 
and not prominent; in some specimens there is a flattening, the beginning of a wrinkle 
or ridge; striae fine, but usually even and distinct; periostracutn dull to a dull gloss; the 
so-called "rest periods" are distinct, evenly spaced and like those in some small-creek 
specimens of P. casertanum; dorsal margin rather long, openly curved, with something 
of a bend at  the beaks; anterior end a long slope, sometimes rounded; posterior end fre- 
quently sloped a t  same angle as antetior end, making ends parallel, but sometimes more 
rounded, and even vertical; ventral margin gently curved; hinge usually slightly bent a t  
beaks, long, and the plate narrow; laterals long arld slender; cusps of A T, P I, and A I1 
distal or on distal side of center, of P I1 distal; cardinals central or subcentral; C 2 at or 
on proximal end of A 11, short, close to inner edge of hinge-plate or overhanging, ant1 
either about parallel with hinge-plate or with posterior end slightly more interior; C 4 
slightly longer than C 2, slimmer, straight or slightly curved, beginning above center 
of C 2 and parallel with it, or its posterior end dircctcd a little Inore toward the interior; 
C 3 moderately long, slightly curved, almost parallel with hinge-plate, 1)ostcrior end en- 
larged sotnewhat, therefore, nearer inner etlge of hinge-plate. 
CO~~PARISONS.-T~C cold-water habitat separates P. conve7111~s from all other species 
it otherwise resembles. 
The  hinge in both P. conuenlur ant1 P. ii~\igize is long, but the ca~dinals o f  the left 
valve of P. iiasigne are anterior, the shell is longer in outline and has a pointed arltcrior 
end, and it is a small-creek spccies. 
P. convriatnrs is much the saine in sire as P. 1)u~~ctifer11i?~, but is tliReret~tly striated 
and is ;I colcl-water specirs fount1 only at  high altitudes, in tlecp watcr, or in high lati- 
tudes. 
HA~ITI\T.-I'. coilr~entu.~ apl'arcntly cannot stand Iuarm watcr. I t  is fount1 only i t1  the 
Far North where it will be found even along the shore or, when collected farther soutl~,  
at  high altitudes or in deep water (Herrington, 1950: 31). On July 2, 1947, D. S. Rawson's 
party brought up a live adult from a depth of 219 meters in I-Iearnc Channel, Great Slave 
Lake, Northwest Territories (I-lcrrington, 1950: 26) . 
GICOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Quebec, Ontario, Saskatchewan, All,er~a, and  
Northwest Territories (north to Great Bear Lake). UNITED srhTes: Alaska, \,\'ashington, 
Colorado, New York (Cayuga Lake), Lakc Superior, and Lakc Michigan. PrrRnsrA: as  far 
north as Novaya Zemlya. 
11 T h e  European species P. clessini Surbeck, 1899, P. tornense Odhner, 1908, P. pusillum 
Wootlward (non Jenyns), 1913, and P. conuenfus Odhner, 1923, are constdered identical 
with P. coiivent~is Clessin by Odhner (1921, 19236) on the basis of anatomical investi- 
gation. 
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Pisidiunz cruciatum Sterki 
(1'1. V ,  Fig. 5; PI. VII, Fig. 16) 
18956. Pisidium cruciaturn Sterki. 
MEASUREA~I?N'I'~.-A juvenile from Joliet, Illinois. Length, 1.3; Height, 1.1; Dianietcr 0.7. 
DIAGNOS~IC C I I A K A C . I ~ ~ R S . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  heavy, very small; beaks prominent, far back, with 
ritlgcs; striae fairly coarse; pcriostracurn dull; dorsal margin very short and round; anterior 
cud, beginning a t  or above anterior cusps, a long, straight, or slightly curving slopc join- 
i ~ ~ g  thc vcrltral margin low with a rounded angle; ventral margin long and but littlc 
CIII-vetl; posterior end truncate to slightly curved, vertical or even sloping backward, ant1 
joiniug ventral rnargin with an anglc; hinge long and steeply curved; hinge-plate heavy; 
lalcl-als heavy and short, little more than cusps; cusps of A I and P I distal, of A I1 
centr;~l or on either proximal or distal side of center, of P 11 on distal side of center; 
cartlinals central; C 2 heavy, usually an inverted D; C 4 slim, slightly curved and directed 
toward cusp of 1' I I  or slightly inside; C 3 parallel with hinge-plate, curved somewhat on 
the outside, the (greatly enlarged) posterior end making the inside considerably curved; 
ligatncnt pit very short and wide, width almost equalling length, and deepening as it 
;ipproaches inside oC hinge-plate where i t  breaks through, resembling in this respect the 
Europcan specics P. viizcentianum. 
C : o ~ r r ~ ~ r s o ~ s . - P .  crucintum appears to havc no closc resctnblance to any otlicr 
l'i\idi~i17~. 
Haun.a.~..-"l'hcy livr in mud among aquatic plants ant1 deatl leaves, and, as a rule, 
;I)-c covcretl with a black or brown coat, sometimes so thick that they appear to be globules 
of dirt . . . " (Sterki, 189.ib: 98-99). 
G~'OGRAPIIIC DIS~RIBIITION.-CANADA: I havc two specin~cns from two stations on thc 
'l'l~aiilcs River, I,ondon, Ontario. UNITED STATES: Ohio, Michigan, Illinois. Sterki (1916b: 
,149) adds "Missouri, Arkansas, Alabama"; Baker (1928~: 3773, "Wisconsin." 
Pisidium dubium (Say) 
(PI. 111, Fig. 1; PI. VII, Fig. I )  
1816, (;yclo.r dubia Say. 1851, Pisidium dubium Prime. 
1820, Phy mesoda equalis Rafincsquc. 1865, Pisidium uirginicum 1'1 imc. 
1841, Pisidiurn nbruptum Haldeman. 1916b, Pisidium uirginicunr Ster hi. 
(See Nautilus 59: 8687,  for Pilsbry's statement.) 
MIA~URP.~IENTS.-UMMZ 194128. Ousc River, Asphodel Twp., Pcterborough Co. 011- 
t;cl-io. 1,errgth: 9.0, 7.0, 5.0, 3.0. Height: 8.0, 5.75, 4.0, 2.25. Diameter: 5.5, 4.0, 2.25, 1.25. 
I ) r , \ c ~ o s ~ ~ c  CHARACTTRS.-S~~~I very large, heavy, model-ately long and considerably ill- 
flatctl; beaks vcry broad, rather prominent, smooth on top, and placed so far back that in 
;~tlults tlicrc is no dorsal margin behind them; striae coarse, irregular, showing very little on 
11p1xr ~ a r t  of shell, which is rathcr smooth; periostracu~n dull to slightly glossy; dorsal 
margin gently curved toward antcrior cnd, but steeply curved a t  posterior end, joining ~. 
posterior e n i  at  about middle of ligamerlt pit; posterior end truncate and vertical (a 
siecp flexure betwccn cardinals and posterior cusps; posterior cusps become part of 
posterior end of shell ant1 are parallel with antcrior end, whereas antcrior cusps arc 
par:~llcl with vcntral margin) ; autc~ior  cnd rathcr steep F~oln atitcrior cusps down to 
where it joins ventral margin by a curvc; \cntral iiiargin rather long, considerably curved, 
joins ends without an angle; hinge heavy, widened at  cardinals and greatly bent behind 
them; laterals rather short, little more than cusps, and cusps blunt; laterals of right valve 
divided by a deep pit to receive cusps of left valve; cusps of A I and P I 011 distal side 
of center, of A I1 on distal side of center or distal, of P I1 distal; cardinals central or 
even somewhat toward posterior cusps (this condition has been noticed in no othcr 
species). T h e  cardinals are unusual; there is a strong resemblance between thosc of thc 
left valve and the one of the right valve; the inner ends of C 2 and C 4, and the posterior 
cnd of C 3, all reach the inner edge of the hinge-plate; the outer ends of C 2 and C 4, 
and the center of C 3 reach or almost reach the outer edge of the hinge-plate. Some- 
times the anterior end of C 3 starts at  the inner edge of the hinge-plate; the explanation 
is that C 2 is broad where it is incorporated with the hinge-plate at  its inner edgc, and 
curves slightly as it extends across the hinge-plate almost to the outer edge. Here, this 
cardinal ends in a fairly sharp curved point. C 4 (to start at the oppositc end this time) 
starts very narrow, almost touches the outer point of C 2, curves slightly as it swings 
away from C 2 in crossing thc hinge-plate, and ends rather broadly. There is almost 
no outer space between C 2 and C 4; the inner space is approximately thc samc width 
ab the inner end of C 2 or C 4. T h e  greatly curvcd C 3 fits into the cavity betwecn these 
two and is almost cut in t ~ o  by the outer sharp ends of C 2 and C 4. (This may have 
led to the earliest statement that the cardinal of the right valve of Pisidiun~ is "double.") 
C 4 is usually a curved wedge. Because the beaks are so far back the ligament pit is 
pretty much a part of the posterior end rather than of thc dorsal margill, making thc 
shell open more endways than off the dorsal margin. 
COMPARISONS.-See P. amnicum. 
HABITAT.-P. dubium has a preference for largc, muddy creeks. But I have fount1 livc 
individuals in fine sand near shore in Rice Lake, l'eterborough Co., Ontario, and in 34 
fect of water in the St. Lawrence River near Grenatlier Island. 
GEOGRAPHIC D I S T R I B U T I O N . - S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (19168: 446) states; "East of thc Rocky Mountains, 
north to Yukon and Alaska." But all the records I havc arc: CANADA: Ontario (Lake 
Ontario and St. Lawrence River drainage, and Ottawa River near Ottawa); U N I I . I D  STATES: 
Vermont, Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, 
Virginia, South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Floritla and Michigan. 
I'isidium fallax Sterki 
(Pl. IV, Fig. 5; PI. VII, Fig. I I) 
1896c, Pisidiuirz fallax Sterki. 
1899n, Pisidium kirklandi Sterki. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 194176. Indian River, Otonabec 7'1vp., l'eterborough Co., 
Ontario. Length: 3.5, 2.8, 2.3, 1.7. Height: 3.1, 2.5, 1.9, 1.5. 1)iamctcr: 2.0, 1.4, 1.1, 0.8. 
DIAGNOSTIC C I I A R A C T E R S . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  small to medium size, short, usually of littlc tlialiielcr, 
walls of medium thickness; beaks subcentral, somc fairly plain, somc flattened a littlc ant1 
some having low ridges; striae moderately coarse; pcriostracum very dull; dorsal and 
ventral margins slightly curved; anterior end rather short, steep, thc slope more or less 
curved; posterior end truncated, vertical; hinge very broad and moderately long; laterals 
not very long; cusps mostly low and not very sharp; cusps of A I ccntral or on proximal 
side of centcr, usually leaning inward (the hillgc-plate is ~n r~c l i  widened licre) ; cusps of 
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1' I central, of I' I1 central or on proximal side of center, of A 11 central or on proximal 
side of center, not at center of hinge-plate but well inside, which gives it the appearance 
of a twist so that it is not parallel with the shell margin or directed across it, but directed 
somewhat inward. This accounts for the great width at  A I. A I and A I11 not parallel, 
but somewhat V-shaped. The  cardinals are subcentral to near the anterior cusps; C 2 
an invel.led D; C 4 straight or a little curved and directecl slightly inside cusps of P 11; 
C 3 ~nostly short, much curved and directed across the hinge-plate, but it varies con- 
sitlerahly. 
C ~ M I ~ A K ~ . W N S . - - S ~ ~  P. casertanum. 
HAI~ITA.I..-P. fallax has a preference for coarse sand or gravel, even sandy gravel in 
cracks on a flat rock botlom (specimens from sand are more apt to have the peculiar 
1'. in l lax  beaks than are those from gravel). I t  appears to like watcr in motion, i.e., large 
creeks, rivers, or lakes and bays where there is considerable wave action. This species is 
rather scarce, has a spotty distribution, and usually only a few specimens are found in 
a place. 
CI.OCRAI'IIIC DIS~RIBUTION.-CANADA: Ontario, Saskatchewan, and Northwest Territories 
(Great Slave Lake). UNITED STATES: Maine (Sterki), New York, New Jersey, Alabama, Ohio, 
Michigan, Illinois (Sterki), Minnesota (Stcrki) , Iowa, and Washington. 
Pisidiurn ferruginezlm Prillle 
(1'1. IV, Fig. 6 ;  PI. VIT, Fig. 12) 
1851, Pisidium ferrugineum Prime. 1899a, Pisidium medianum Sterki. 
1865, Pisidium ferrugineum Prime. 1903a, Pi.sidium costatum Sterki. 
1894, Fossarina hibernicum Westerlund. 1916b, Pisidium vexum Sterki. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UM~ 189936. Camdcn Lake, Camden Twp., Lennox and Adding- 
ton Co., Ontario. A form with short dorsal margin ant1 long slope. Length: 2.8; 2.4, 9.0, 
1.3. Height: 2.5, 2.1, 1.6, 1.1. Diameter: 2.2, 1.9, 1.6, 0.9. 
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS.-Shell small, usually much inflated, walls thin; beaks sub- 
central, tubercular, plain, or even low and broad; they usually do not blend into shell 
readily; striae coarse to faint; periostracum glossy; dorsal margin rounded, length variable; 
ventral margin rounded much as dorsal, but longer; posterior etld rounded, vertical or 
even extending outward near ventral margin, rarely cut under; anterior end with greater 
or  less degree of slope depending on length of dorsal margin, joins ventral margin without 
an  angle; hinge-plate narrow and light; laterals short with rather pointed cusps; some- 
times inner laterals of right valve are curved outward at their outer ends; cusps of A I 
central or on distal side of center, of A I1 central or on proximal side of center, 01 1' 11 
fairly distal (cusps of A I1 and P I1 are short and high wit11 near-vertical ends); cardinals 
straight or  slightly curved, very small and near antcrior cusps, particularly in specitnens 
with short dorsal margin; C 2 and C 4 roughly parallel with each other, but not will1 
thc hinge-plate as the space between them more often runs diagonally across it. 
T h e  type specimens of P. ferrugineum in Prime's collection at  the Museum of Com- 
parative Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts. are rather long, have a rounded anterior end 
and tubercular beaks. Specimens of similar outline without tubercular 1)caks are common; 
very common are specimens with the dorsal margin shorter, with tubercular beaks in 
varying degrees of development, and with the anterior end having tliffercrlt degrees of slope 
and making a certain angle where it joins the ventral margin. Specimens with the anterior 
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slope and angle, but without the tubercular beaks, are also common (Herrington 1954: 
100) . 
Prime (1851) stated "'The specimens are generally found covered with a fine red mud, 
much the color ol oxide of iron." And in 1865 he wrote "of large tubercles which are 
generally coated with some dark ferruginous substance." As this is not a constant feature 
of the specimens of this species, and not peculiar to it (Jenyns uses this as a tlistinguishing 
character of P. henslowanurn-" . . . at the apex, coveretl over with dirty rust colour"), 
I have disregarded it in my diagnostic characters. 
The  ecological form P. ferrugineum medianum ha's subcentral beaks that are not 
tubercular. The  ecological form P. ferrugineum costatum is short and greatly inflated; 
i t  has marked rest periods; the beaks are low, broad ant1 rathel- posterior; ant1 [he hing-c 
is very narrow. 
T h e  European form P. ferrugineum hibernicurn tends Lo be less inflated, with more 
striae, prominent beaks, and a more curved, or even bent dorsal margin. All North Ameri- 
can forms are found in Europe, but in smaller numbers. 
C o ~ ~ ~ ~ a r s o ~ s . - T h e r e  is a form of P. ferrugineuin that is very much like a form of 
P. nitidnm. But the beaks of P. ferrugineurn are more swollen and do not blcnd with 
the body of the shell; the hinge is slightly shorter, the cardinals closer to the anterior 
cusps, and the anterior cusps are not so distal and are Illore sharply poinlecl. 
Prime's type specimens were with P. nitidum form l~nupeirulum (at least in Sterki's 
time; I separated them in 1948). This confirsed Sterki for sonre years (1896d: 6446)  . T h e  
beaks of the form pauperculzirn are more posterior than in nitidz~nz and arc not nlarked 
off from the shell; the posterior end is not vertical, but cuts under; the anterior entl is 
steep from the cusps down; the laterals are large and heavy with blunt cusps; and the 
cardinals are central. 
T h e  form costaturn is sometimes much like some P. obtusnle. But P. oblz~strle is higher 
toward the posterior end in proportion to the anterior, the anterior end is without a slope, 
the hinge shorter, the cusp of A I1 proximal, and the posterior sulcas of the right valve is 
blocked a t  its proximal end by a psendocallus. 
HABITAT.-P. ferrugineum has a preference for cool climates. When found on a sandy 
bottom the striae are prominent and the beaks more or less tubercular. Those spccirne~~s 
obtained from lakes that are filling up  with marl or developing a mucky bottom are 
smoother, have a greater diameter, and the beaks do not have the tubercular appearance. 
The  varieties are much more common than the typical form with its strange t111)ercular 
beaks. Found in lakes, creeks, and rivers. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Sas- 
katchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, Northwest Territories. UNITED STATES: Maine, 
Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Montana, 
Wyoming, Washington, Oregon, California, and IJtah. EUROPE. 
P. ferrugineum is also known as a fossil from Late Pleistocene deposits (Jones fauna), 
Meade Co., Kansas, 1J.S.A. 
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Pisidiun~ henslowanz~m (Sheppard) 
(PI. V, Fig. 4; 1'1. VI, Fig. 3; 1'1. VII, Fig. 20) 
1825, Tellina henslowana, Leach MS., Sheppard. 
1850, P i s i d i u  supinurn- Schmidt. 
MEASUKEMEN.~S.-UMMZ 198568. Bay of Quinte, Carrying Place, Ameliasburg Twp., 
Prince Edward Co., Ontario. Length: 4.0, 3.0, 2.3, 1.6. Height: 3.6, 2.5, 1.8, 1.3. Diameter: 
2.4, 1.5, 1.0, 0.8. Lakc Ontario, Prince Edward Co., Ontario. Shore debris. Form sz~pilzum. 
L: 3.2, 2.7, 2.2, 1.7. El: 3.0, 2.4, 2.0, 1.6. D: 2.0, 1.6, 1.3, 1.0. Specimens from the Ottawa 
River, Ontario, are larger than those from Lake Ontario. 
Dinc~osr ic  C i ~ ~ ~ ~ c r i ~ ~ s . - - S h e l l  lig t in weight, of medium size, usually of small 
diameter, and usually rather long and pointed a t  the anterior end, the point toward the 
ventral end; striae of medium coarseness; periostracum moderately dull; beaks narrow and 
rnoderately high, usually with ridges; dorsal margin short, tilted somewhat backward, 
joining ends with anglcs (best seen in immature specimens and in the form szcpinum): 
anterior end a fairly straight slope beginning at  cusps and joining ventral margin with 
roundly pointed angle; ventral margin gently to much rounded, depending on length of 
shell, joining posterior end without angle; posterior end truncate and vertical; hinge 
rather short, gently curved, tilted backward; laterals mostly short; cusp of A I central 
to somewhat distal, of P I distal or on distal side of center, of A I1 proximal, of P I1 
distal; cardinals near anterior cusps; C 3 considerably curved, enlarged at  posterior end, 
arid almost reaching inner edge of hinge-plate; C 4 begins well above C 2, angles across 
hinge-plate, but not as curved downward as in casertanum; C 2 somewhat as in casertanum, 
posterior end much curved and anterior end begins back from inner edge of hinge-plate. 
T h e  form P. henslorucinum supinum differs from P. henslowanum s.s. by being shorter, 
heavier, with more widely spaced striae, and cardinals farther from the anterior cusps. 
COMPARISONS.-P. lilljeborgi form cristatum Sterki has ridges on the beaks similar to 
those of P. henslowc~nunz and might be mistaken for a short form of the latter. But 
it is nlore inflated with the striae coarser and of a different kind, the anterior end more 
rounded, arrd the pcriostracunl not so dull (aside from the ridges on the beaks, the form 
CJ-istaturn is like P. lilljeborgi rather than P. I2enslowanum). 
Both P. l~enslowanum and P. subtruncatum have a tilted dorsal margin and a long 
anterior slope. However, P. henslowan~cm has narrower beaks, usually with ridges, and the 
beaks are not as tilted, they are not marked on the body of the shell, and the periostracum 
is not glossy but moderately dull. In addition, the cardinals usually show the following 
differences: C 3 is more curved ant1 its posterior end enlarged; C 2 and C 4 are diagonal 
to the hinge-plate rather than nearly parallel; C 2 is considerably heavier than C 4 ant1 
not lamellifornl but much curved or bent. 
HABITAT.-In North America at  least, P. henslouanum is not found in creeks, small 
rivers, ponds, or small lakes. In  Europe it appears to be fairly common, in North America, 
rare. I have found it from only seven localities, mostly in shore debris. 
CEOCHAI~I-IIC D SI.RIBUTION.-CANI\D~: Ontario (Lake Ontario, Bay of Quinte, Rideau 
River, and St. Lawrence River-all connected). UNITED STATES: Michigan (Lake Michigan 
off Grantl Haven; collected in 1960). Sterki (19168: 449) gives Lake Champlain and cites 
llall, "Lake Superior to Lake Winnipeg." This species appears to be introduced. However, 
fossil specimens that were typical for the form supinum were recovered in numbers by the 
U. S. Geological Survey frorn the IJpper Pliocene and Early Pleistocene of Idaho. EIIRASIA. 
ICI?I.ANI>. 
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Pisidium idahoense Roper 
(PI. 111, Fig. 3; PI. VII, Fig. 3) 
1890, Pisidium idahoense Roper. 
MEASUREMEN'~S.-UMM~, 194204. Selected shells collcctetl by Randolph, 1896. Washing- 
ton State. Length: 10.3, 8.3, 6.5. Height: 9.5, 7.1, 5.3. Diameter: 7.0, 5.0, 3.7. UMMZ 
194209. Floor of drained lake, Seward Peninsula, Alaska. Collected by W. I%. Quay. L, I l.'i; 
H. 0.8; I). 6.6. 
DIAGNOSTIC I IARACTERS. -S~~~~  very large (some high, short, of great diameter, ant1 
very heavy; othcrs high, of moderate diameter and weight, and longer) ; beaks low ant1 
broad; periostracum glossy; striae fine; dorsal margin very short and steeply rounded, 
joining anterior and poslerior ends with very slight angle; anterior end a well-rounded, 
rather steep slope, joining ventral margin without angle; posterior end rounded; ventral 
margin well rounded; hinge moderately heavy, rather long and considerably curved; 
laterals in large specimens short; cusps rather blunt on top; cusp of A 1 on distal 
side of center or distal, of P I distal, of A I1 proximal or on proximal side of ceutel, ol 
1' I1 central; cardinals slightly nearer anterior cusps; C 2 very short and curved or fornling 
an inverted D; C 4 much longer, straight or but slightly curved and directed toward cuap 
of P I1 or a little inside; C 3 rather long and considerably curved, about parallel with 
hinge-plate, center frequently much thinner than ends, posterior end slightly more rn-  
larged than the anterior. 
COMPARISONS.-P. idahoense is so different in outline from all other species of Pisidiurn 
that there is little danger of confusing it with anything else. Mention need he made only 
of some specimens found in Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories, that are longer in 
outline than usual, and thereforc have some resemblance to faintly striated P. ~ imnic~rnc ,  
but the cardinals easily distinguish them. 
HABITAT.-Apparently, it lives in cool water-in large lakes, mountain regions, and the 
Far North. In  Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories, i t  has been collected a t  a depth of 
24 meters (Herrington 1950n: 26). Roper (1890) collected i t  "in a muddy slough . . . 
northern Idaho." 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Prince Edward Island, Ontario, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, and Northwest Territories (north to Great Bear Lake). UNIT]-D s~~1.1.s: Ohio 
(Lake Ontario), Indiana, Michigan (Hunt Creek, Ogemaw Co.), Wisconsin (Baker l928n:  
369). Montana, Washington, California, Idaho, and Aleutian Islantls (Ilnimak lslantl). 
Pisidium insigne Gabb 
(Pl. VI, Fig. 5; P1. VII, Fig. 21) 
1868, Pisidium insigne Gabb. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 188251. Spring Creek, Newbnrgh cheese factory, Camtlen Twp., 
Lennox and Addington Co., Ontario. Length: 2.2, 1.9, 1.7, 1.5. Height: 1.8, 16 ,  1.4, 1.1. 
Diameter: 1.3, 1.1, 0.8, 0.7. 
DIAGNOSTIC I ~ A K A C T E R S . - S ~ ~ ~  very small, long, small diameter, walls rather thin; 
beaks low, only slightly posterior; striae fine to very fine, sotnewhat irregular; periostracurn 
slightly glossy, usually obscr~red by foreign substances; clorsal margin rather long ant1 open- 
ly C l l ~ e d ,  sometimes with a slight bend at the l>raks: anterio;- cntl roundlv pointetl: vrntl.;~l 
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There is a form of P. lilljeborgi, found plentifully in Michigan, that is much longer 
in outline than the above, and longer than is usual for the species in other parts of the 
world. 
T h e  form P. lilljeborgi cristatum differs from the type in having ridges on the beaks; 
the shell is usually shorter. 
Co~l~Anlso~s.-See P .  henslowanum. A North American form of P. ~ ~ b t r ~ l ~ c ~ t ~ l l l  
occurs in the western part of the United States atid in Canada north to Great Slave Lake, 
Northwest Territories, which may easily be confused with P. lilljeborgi. These P. s1c6- 
t r u r l c a t ~ ~ m  have a longer, less curved, anterior slope; the beaks are farther back, have a 
greater tilt and do not blend so quickly into the body of the shell; the cardinals of the 
left valve are more nearly alike, antl more nearly parallel; and the cusp of A I is more 
proximal. On the whole these western specimens have a greater affinity wit11 P. subt~.unct[- 
tun& than with P. lilljeborgi, and intergrade with i t  in Great Slave I.ake and in Lake 
Athabaska. 
HAsr~A~.-Lakes and rivers, with a preference for lakes; found in fine sand containing 
scattered small weeds. Fairly common in some localities; quite common in Europe. 
GEOCRAPIIIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Quebec, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and 
Northwest Territories (north to Great Bear Lake). UNITED S T A ~ S :  Vermont, Massachusetts, 
New York, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Montana, Washington, California, Utah, Colo- 
rado, and Aleutian Islands. eunor.lr (north to Outer Hebrides). ICEI.AND. 
P. lilljeborgi has been reported from Late Pleistocene deposits of Wisconsin age 
(Vanhem formation, Jones sink and Jones faunas), Meade Co., Kansas, U.S.A. 
Pisidium milium Held 
(Pl. IV, Fig. 5:  PI. VII, Fig. 0) 
1856, Pisidium mi l ium Held. 
Me~suRi?~e~~rs.-UMM;r, 193966. Denbigh Lake, Denbigh Twp., Lentlox and Addington 
Co., Ontario. Length: 2.9, 2.5, 2.2, 1.7. Height: 2.3, 1.9, 1.7, 1.4. Diameter: 2.0, 1.6, 1.4, 1.0. 
DIAGNOSTIC CIIARACTERS.-S~~II small, long; walls thin, much inflated; beaks rather far 
back, considerably swollen and prominent; periostracum very glossy; striae rather ,widely 
spaced, but frequently low; "rest periods" quite prominent; dorsal and ventral margins 
parallel; dorsal margin short and considcrably curved; ventral margin long and almost 
straight; posterior end truncate or rounded, almost vertical, and at  right angles to both 
tlorsal and ventral margins; anterior encl a long, rather steep slope descending very low 
to where it joins the ventral margin with a sharp angle; hinge-plate narrow and not 
vcry long; laterals rather short; cusps inclined to be sharp on top; cusps of left valve tooth- 
pick-like, of A I and A I1 central or on distal side of center, of P 11 somewhat distal; 
cardinals fairly near anterior cusps, but varying, sometimes subcentral; C 3 slightly curved 
and nniform in width; C 2 ancl C 4 nearly same thickness and about parallel; C 4 begins 
well over C 2, slightly curving or  straight (C 2 is the shorter of the two) . 
COMPARISONS.-SOI~~ P. nititlum approach P. mi~iltrrl in having the point of juncture 
of the ventral margin and the anterior end low; both have a high gloss. But P. n i t i d u n ~  
has a greater altitude, a more curved ventral margin; the anterior cusps are more distal 
and not as sharp on top. 
Specimens of P. ni t idum form contorltcm may have the juncture of the anterior er~tl 
with the vmtral  margin mnch as in P .  vriliii??~, antl the ventral margin straight. But P. 71. 
lorm conlorl~~rrz is usually heavier; tlie anterior end is steeper and begins at, not above, 
the cusps;.the shell has a small diameter near the ventral margin, and is high at  the beaks; 
the dorsal margin is not a uniform curve; the anterior end extends farther beyond the 
cusps, and tlie cusps are hlunt on top; the cusps of A I and 1' I arc rnore distal; ant1 C 2 
is hcavier than C 4. 
HAU~~KI . . -MU~I  or ooze bottom in creeks and rivers, but mostly in ponds ant1 s1n:lll 
lakes. Rather scarce with usually only a few in  a habitat. Apart from one tlrainage area 
ill Ixnnox ant1 Addington Co., Outario, I have collected very few specimens. It appears 
to be mol-e plentiful in Europe. 
(;lioc;~c~~>tuc ~ ) I ~ T R ~ U ~ I O N . - C A N A D A :  Ontario (north to James Bay) , Manitol~a 
(Sterki), Saskalchcwan, and British Columbia. UN~I.IIL) SSA.II:S: Maine (Sterki), New York, 
blicl~igari, hlrinncsora (Sterki), Montana, Oregon, Utah, Coloratlo and Aleutian Islantls. 
I~l~ROI'l~. 
Pisidium nitidum Jenyns 
(PI. V ,  Fig. 6; P1. VII, Fig. 17) 
1832, Pisidiuin ni t idum Jenyns. 1906d, Pisidizim minusculunz Sterki. 
1865, Pisidium contortum Prime. 1913, Pisidium glabellum Stel-ki. 
1896d, Pisidium pauperculum Sterki. 1913, Pisidium lermondi Sterki. 
1898a, Pisidium splendidulunz Sterki. 191 6b, Pisidium latchfoi-di Slel-ki. 
1899b, Pisidium handwerki Sterki. 1922b, Pisidium l impidum Stcrki. 
19010, Pisirlium tenuissimum Sterki. 19226, Pisidium prognnthuin Slerki 
Me~sr r l l~ :b~s .~~s . -Uh/ IMZ 189604. Napanec Rivcr, 3/4 mi. above Colebrook, Lennox ant1 
Adtlington Co., Ontario. Length: 3.0, 2.6, 2.2, 1.6. Height: 2.7, 2.2, 1.8, 1.4. Diameter: 2.0, 
1.4, 1.3, 0.9. UMMZ 189639. Indian River, above Lang, Otonabee Twp., l'cterborough Co., 
Ontario, form pnuperculzlm. L: 2.8, 2.4, 2.0, 1.7; H: 2.6, 2.2, 1.8, 1.G; D: 1.8, 1.6, 1.3, 1.0. 
FORMS.-In adtlition to the typical species, two ecological forms are recognized: I'. 
n i t i d ~ i m  form f ~ n u l ~ e r c u l u m  and P. ni t idum fort11 conlorlt~iiz. 
l ~ r ~ c r v o s r ~ c  C I I A R A ~ T E R S . - S ~ ~ ~ ~  moderately small, walls thin, rhomboid, of small diam- 
eter; I)e;~ks subcentral, broad, not very prominent; periostracum glossy; striae modelately 
fine, u11ifol.111 and distinct (in some lots quite prominent), heavy striae around beaks not 
:IS colnnron in North American specimens as in European; dorsal margin long, evenly 
curved, joins ends without angle; ventral margin more gently curved; anterior entl with a 
routitlcd slope joining ventral margin low in a rounded point; postel-ior end vertical or  
untlercrtr, joining ventral margin imperceptibly; hinge long, of moderate witlth ant1 
son~ewlral curved; laterals of n~otlerate length, straight or flaring outward at  tlistal end; 
cusps rather prominent, but inclined to be blunt on top; cusp of A I distal or on dislal 
sitlc of ccnter, of P I, P 11, and A I1 rather distal; cardinals subcentral; C 3 genlly curval, - .  
01" ~ ~ n i f o r ~ n  witlth except at  posterior end, and almost parallel with hinge-plate; C 2 
slightly heavier than C 4; C 4 straight or gently crirvcd, about parallel with C 2, space 
between the two of uniform width, straight or a little curved, and usually directed across 
hinge-plate at  n gentle angle. T h e  cardinals of P. iz i l id~tm are much as in P. s u b t ~ - t ~ n c n t ~ r n ~  
1 ~ 1 t  shorter. 
. . I he ccologiczil form P. ni t idum form paz~perculum is rather shorl, high, heavy, with 
tlorsal mal-gin ~ u u c l ~  curved; beaks sometimes more prominent than in the typical form; 
anterior rntl strep brlow the cu\ps; hinge-plate and teeth heavier; the cardinal, Inore 
ne;~rly ccntml. 
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~ o h l l ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ . - S o n l e  P. nitiduin form pa~c~ercu lum ight be mistaken for a small 
form of P. uclrinbile. 13ut the form pauperculum is much smaller, its anterioc end steep 
(the steepness beginning low, at  center of cusp or lower), C 3 only slightly curved, pos- 
terior end of (; 2 comes nearer C 4 making these two more ncarly parallel, cusp of A 11 
is morc distal; thr uepionic shell is short, not long as in P. r~c~riabile. 7 ' 1 1 ~  very you~ig 
specimens of ual-inhile arc much (linerent. 
For corllparisons with P. aequilatei.crle, P. ferrwgineum, P. itlilium, ant1 P. ucll-inbile see 
appropriate sections untler these species. 
E1~1,rr~r.-Large ponds, bog ponds, lakes, creeks, and rivers. Scetns to prefer shallow 
water; Pairly common. 
CI<OGIIAI~IIIC D S.~IIIUU~I.ION.-CANADA: ewfoundland, Cape Breton Island, Magdalen 
Island, Prince Etlward Island, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, British Columbia, and Northwest Territories. UNWED SI'A'I'k.S: Maine, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, District of Columbia, 
Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, North Dakota, Iowa, 
'Texas, Montana, Washington, California, Nevada, IJtah, Colorado, Arizona, and New 
Mexico. Mexico. EURASIA. AFRICA: Egypt. 
Fossils of P. nit idum of Early Pliocene origin (Laverne Cornlation) have been re- 
portctl from Beaver Co., Oklahoma, U.S.A. Further records exist from l'arly l'leistocene 
times onwards in the High Plains region. 
Pisidiz~m obtusale Pfeiffer 
(1'1. IV, Fig. 4; PI. VII, Fig. 10) 
1821, Pisidiun~ obtusale Pfeiffer. 1865, Pisidium uentricosum l'ritne. 
1851, Pisidium uentricosum Prime. 1865, Pisidium rotundutum I'rirne. 
1851, Pisidium rotundatum Prime. 189Fc, Pisidium uesiculare Sterki. 
FoR~s.-1n atldition to Pisidin~ira obtusale s.s (the ELII-opean fonn) two folms ale 
recognized within the species: P. obtlcsale form rotundaturn and P. obtusale f o ~ m  ~ ~ f z t r i -  
cosum. 
MKASUR~<MEN'~'S.-PO~~ in creek, Lennox and Addington Co., Ontario. Form rot~rizda- 
t um .  Length. 2.7, 2.4, 1.7, 1.4. Height: 2.4, 2.1, 1.4, 1.1. 1)iameter: 2.0, 1.6, 1.0, 0.7. Hughes 
Take, Ixnnox a1111 Addington Co., Ontario. Form uentricosun~. 1.: 1.7, 1.7, 1.5, 1.2; H :  
1.7, 1.6, 1.2, 1.1; 1): 2.1, 1.7, 1.2, 0.7. 
D I A ~ N O ~ T I C  C IARALTERS.-P. obtusnle form iotu?zdatunz dimcrs fro111 the typical P. 
oOt~~sale of Europe in being shorter, more inflated, having the Imaks farther back, and in 
being higher at  the beaks in comparison with the anterior end. However, 1 have nrlmer- 
011s specirnens from Europe that correspond with these Norrh American specimens. P. 
obtusnle form v e n t r i c o ~ ~ ~ m  has a heavy hinge ant1 the beaks are veiy far I~ack. 114y state. 
ments below concern 2'. obtusale forrn rotundatum. 
Shell very small, walls thin, morc or less oval in outline, well inflatctl; striae motlerate 
to very fine, evenly spacetl; pcriostracunl glossy; beaks rather prominort ancl well posterior; 
dorsal margin short and well rounded; ventral nlai-gin long and Inore openly rountlctl; 
posterior entl well ror~ntled ant1 vertical; anterior end tlescending rather low, rourrtl, 
shell without an arigle; hinge very short, far back but almost parallel with ventral 
margin; hinge-plate narrow; laterals short; cusps short and h ig l~  wit11 near-vertical entls; 
cusps o f  A TI proui~nnl, o f  1' TI and A I central or on distal sidc of c.cnres; cartlinals close 
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to ; r~~tcr ior  cusps; <: 3 curved, but not much cnlargcd a t  posterior end (ill 1'. o. form 
venlricosuin it is much enlarged); C 2 and C 4 short; C 2 almost parallel with hinge- 
plate, straight, sotnetimes slightly curved, or just a peg; C 4 straight or slightly curvetl, 
sometimes parallel with hinge-plate, but more often directed slightly down~vard, the11 not 
parallel with C 2; proximal end oC posterior sulcus of right valve closed by a pseudocall~~s 
on i l ~ n e ~  side of proximal etld of P 111 and, therefore, does not run out on top of hinge- 
platc. 
P. oblusale form venti-icosu111 looks like a P. oblusale form rotui~datu~la with a I~cavicr 
hiugc-plate, and with the ventral margin pushed forward, making the posterior end not 
vertical but undercut. What Sterki called P. vesicula~-e is found in specimens in which the 
process is r ~ o t  carried as far. P. obtusale form vei~tricosz~in sometimes has a slight angle ;it 
thc antcrior end, and some specimens arc grcatly iutatcd. 
COMI~ARISONS.-SCC P. ferrugiizeum. 
I-I~nr~.A'r.-Tlle form rotundat~im is found in sheltered spots i l l  lakes, cl-eehs, autl 
I-ivcrs, but is most cotnmonly foulid in ponds and lagoons; it usually takes shelter alnoug 
dead leaves of trees. T h e  form veiztricosum is found principally in lakes ant1 1a1-gc rivers. 
G I ~ ~ G R A ~ I I I C  D~ ~~IXIBU~~ION.-CANADA: Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba (Sterki), Saskatchewan, 
Alberta, and Northwest Territories. W N I T I ~ D  srmes: Maine, Massachusetts, Ncw York, New 
Jersey, Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota, Montana, Washington, California, Utah, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, and Colorado. hrrxrco. EURASIA (Irelantl to Japan). 
T h e  carliest fossil records arc from Middle Pleistocene tlcposils (Cudahy and Dcrc~~ds  
faunas) ill sor~tl~wcstc~-11 ICansas ant1 Oklahoma, [J.S.A. 
l'isidiz~11z f ~ z ~ i z c t i j ~ ~  U I I L  (GUP~IY)  
(1'1. VI, Fig. 2; PI. V11, t ig .  19) 
1867, Cyclas pu~~c l i \ e r a  Guppy. l905n, I'isirliuin li~natzrlii~ti Stcrki. 
1895b, Pisidiuin ~ ~ u n c t a t u m  Sterki. 191 111, Pisidiuln iizori~nlzci~~ Sterki. 
1898a. Pisidiuit~ singleyi Sterki. 1918, Pididium tenzrilinent~rir~ Stellox. 
7'11crc is some question about the specific validity of P. te~~zriliirctrlz~i~r. 'I'rvo Eurol)can 
authorities agree that it is a valid species; two say i t  is not. 
h f ~ a s u n ~ ~ . ~ r : ~ . r s , - I J M M z  200801. Bon Echo Creek, Barric 'I'wII., F r o ~ ~ t e l ~ a c  (:o., OII- 
I ,  IIIO. : Length: 2.2, 2.0, 1.8, 1.7. Height: 1.8, 1.7, 1.6, 1.3. Diameter: 1.2, 1.2, 1.0, 1.0. IJMMZ 
198653. Drift, Rio Culiac;in, Sinaloa, Mdxico. L: 2.4, 2.0, 1.7, 1.3; 13: 2.1, 1.7, 1.3, 1.1; 1): 
1.7, 1.1, 0.8, 0.6. 
D I A G N ~ S ~ I C  CHARALTI..R~.-S~I~II small with fairly thick w;~ll, varying somcn,hat in 
shortness and height; beaks varying in prominence, subcentr;~l to somewhat fal-tl~er back; 
SLI-iac faint to rather prominent, uniformly spaced; periostracum dull; tlorsal margin 
rounded, in large speci~nens more steeply and roundly curved; in some specimens il1e1-c 
al-e angles where it joins the entls; ventral margin wrll rountlcd; anterior end has a slope 
more or less muntletl and differing in degree of steepness, ending in a I-ounded point; 
posterior end I-ountlly 11-uncate, vertical; Ilingc fairly long, motlerately to considerably 
cu~ved;  hinge-plate in some speci~rrrns very narrow aL cardinals, of niodcrate breadth and 
length; laterals rather long, with distinct cusps, of modexate height, I ~ u t  not very sharp: 
cusp of A I fairly distal or on distal sitle of center, of P I distal or o : ~  distal side of center, 
of A 11 about central or on  tlislal sitlr of center, of P I1 distal; cardinals subcentral; C 2 
short, of  noder rate witlih, parallel ~vitll hinge-plate, 01- almost so; C 4 ;I little I O I I ~ C I -  ti la^^ 
C 2, straigl~t or slightly cu~vcd,  and, beginning above ccntcr of C 2, directed toward or 
slightly insidc or outsidc the cusp of 1' 11; C 3 straight or slightly curved and about 
parallel wit11 hinge-plate, cnlarged postcrior c ~ i d  frequently overhanging insidc of 
I-~inge-plate. 
'I'his species varies greatly. T'hc spccimcns fronl Europe usually hale  a longcl- antcrior 
slopc. 'l'here is a tendency for ~iortlicrri specimens fro111 boll1 Canada ant1 Europc to s1ioar 
heavier striae than sou:hcrn ones, but sonic southern specimens show a consitlcrablc 
tlrgl-ce of stria ti or^, ant1 so~ilc Canadian spccimcns are ratller finely stl-iatetl. A fcw sl3cci- 
Inens have incipient ridges on the beaks. Some southern specimens attain ;I rather large 
size. I n  some s~>ccimetis that have a heavy hinge ~ h c  laterals arc hcavicr ant1 appear to I)c 
shorter. But, in spite of the variation, the hiiigc characters are constant, thc anterior ct~tl  
slopes, and the spcci~nens arc small. They iinprcss me as all belonging to one spccics; I 
cannot clearly separatc tlicm. Nils Hj. Odhner, Stockholm, after cxamin i~~g  the animals 
of some specinreris of P. punctatunl that I sent him, conclutlctl that they wcrc thc sanic 
sl)ccics as P. teizuilinmluln. 
C o ~ ~ ~ ~ r s o ~ s . - S e c  P. convantus and P. insigne. 
I IABITAT. -C~C~~S (the Illore angular form), lakcs, a~ i t l  I-ivcrs. It has I)ccli collectctl 
from thc St. 1~w1-cncc River at a tlcpth of 34 feet. 
G~~OGRAI'IIIC ) I s ~ I < I ~ ~ J . ~ I o R ' . - ( : I \ ~ \ A I ) A :  Ontario. c!r\'r~~,.u s ~ m s :  Massachusetts, I'cni~syl- 
vaiiia, Virginia, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana (Stcrki), Illinois 
(Stcrki), Wisconsin, 'l'cxas, arid Arizona. M ~ X I C O .  CENTRAL and SOUTH AMKIIICA: Guatcm;rla, 
Urr~gnay, ant1 Wcst lntlics (inclutling 'rrinitlad). I.:UR~IT.. 
What a l> lx ;~~n  to bc an  carly for111 of t l~ is  pecies \\'as I-ccovercd by the U.S. Ccologic;~l 
Sr~rvcv fro111 r l~c  l.;~tc Pliocctic of [itah and Idaho. 
1'~si~L~utt~ s11bl~ L L I L ( ( L L I ~ I I L  hIali11 
(1'1. VI, 11s.  I; 1'1. VII,  I*ig. 18) 
1855, l'isidi~ri~r, s i r b l r u ~ ~ c a t u ~ n  hlalm. 1913, Pi.sidiun~ O U C Y ~  Slc~Li. 
1909r, P i s i r l i u ~ ~ ~  i i t r i  ci Sterki. 19226, Pisidium a p i c u l o t ~ ~ ~ ~ l  StcrLi 
I)IA(;NOS~IC ( : I IAI~AC.I . I ; I~S,-S~~~I~ varying in size fro111 ratlicr small to metlium; \v; t l lh  
t l ~ i ~ ~ ;  l o ~ ~ g  to rather short; pcrioslr;lcrnn usually glossy; stl-i;rc motlcratcly fine and cvcnl! 
hpacrtl; beaks n;rr~-ow, plominciit ;~ntl  far back, tilled back ant1 not blcntling clnickly into 
hotly of sl~ell; tlorsal margin shoi-1, not parallel ~ \ , i t h  vcnt~.al 1na1-gin bril Sat- back, joining 
a~rtcrior cntl aljovc, or at, antel-ior cusp5 with a n  angle, ;~lso joining postc~-ior cntl ~c i th  
z~nglc; antcrior end usually long (but in short specimens it is short and steep) with long, 
;111nost straight slopc, begi~initig above or at  anterior cusps ant1 joiriiirg ventral margin in 
low ronntletl point; posterior cntl roundly truncate, passing into ventral margin without 
anglr; vrntral III~I-gin gently ro~rntlrd; hinge short ant1 openly I-ounded; liil~gc l,latc II;II-- 
row; laterals r ;~ t l~c r  long, crisr~s prominent; cusps of A 1 ant1 A I1 proxinral to central, O S  
1' 1 ant1 I' TI centi-al; cardinals near anterior cusps or sul)ccntral; C: 2 ant1 C 4 roughly 
parallel, posterior ends slightly nearer inner edge of hinge-plate; C 3 long ant1 llot much 
cr~rvetl: width of hinge-plate and s i x  of slicll inflneiiccs cardinals considerably. 
A Nortli A~i~crican fornr of  P. sz~bt1-t~ncatz~m in thc western part of thc 1'11itctl S1atc.s 
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and in Canada north to Great Slave Lake, Northwest Territories (which I have been 
calling a "western form"), has considerable resemblance to P. lilljeborgi. 
COMPARISONS.-P. s u b t r u n c c i t ~ o ~ ~  re e~nblcs  P. wallteri in its tilted hinge and its long, 
slraight anterior slope. But P. roalkeri has a silky, not glossy, periostracum; the cusp 
of A I is not so proximal ant1 Lhe cardinals of the left valve are not parallel, but, as in 
P. case~tn~iurn,  C 2 is more like an inverted D. 1'. wa1ke1-i is flatter in appearance than is 
P. stlblruncatum. 
For comparisons with P. casertanum, P. Iienslowat~z~ir~, ant1 P. lilljeborgi see tile sec- 
tions dealing with those species. 
HABITAT.-Streams, bays, and lakes, including the Great Lakes. 111 Europe they arc 
abr l~~dant ,  but on this continent there are only a few a t  a station. T h e  "western form" is 
very abundant where found. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION.-CANADA: Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British 
Columbia, and Northwest Territories (north to Great Slave Lake). rrnrreu S~A.~ES:  Netv 
York, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin (Baker, 1928a: 429), South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, 
California, and Colorado. EUROPI?. 
P. substruncaturn is known from Late Pleistocene deposits of Wisconsin age (Vanhe111 
for~nation, Jones Sink fauna),  Mcade Co., Kansas, U.S.A. 
Pisidium u l t r a n z v ~ ~ t a ~ z z ~ ~ ~ ~  Prirrle 
(PI.  V, Fig. 3; 1'1. VII, Fig. 15) 
1865, Pisidium u l t ~ - a m u n t a n t ~ m  l'rimc. 
MEASUREMENTS.-UMMZ 198837. Shore drift, Eagle Lake, Lassei- Co., California. 
Length: 5.9, 4.7, 3.6, 2.1. Height: 5.6, 4.3, 3.2, 1.8. Diameter: 3.3, 2.5, 1.9, 1.1. 
DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERS.-l'his pecies varies considerably. l ' he  shell is about ~nediuln 
in size, moderalely heavy, somewhat oval, and of small dia~nctcr; beaks subcentral, low 
and rather sharp on top; periostracum dull; striae moderately fine, but beginning a t  the 
beaks in many specimens there are two or more very coarse striae or ribs interspersed 
irregularly among the fine striae. If there were only one on each beak it ~vould be called 
a "ridge" on the beaks (as in P. compressurn and some others), but when this striation 
occurs, there arc usually two or more ridges and sometimes they cover most of the shell. 
T h e  dorsal margin is very short and steeply curved; the anterior end a long curve, sonlc- 
times beco~ning a moderately steep slope a t  the cusps (or slightly above or below) and 
joining the ventral margin without an angle or with a slight and rather low angle; pos- 
terior end rounded or truncate and inclined to swing outward; ventral margin very long 
and well rounded, joining posterior end without an angle; hinge long, hinge-plate broad; 
cusps rather low and blunt on top; CUSPS of A I, P I, and 1' I1 distal or on distal side of 
center, of A I1 central or on distal side of center; cardinals central or slightly nearer 
anterior cusps; C 2 in the shape of a peg or an  invertctl D; C 4 curvcs toward inside of 
shell; C 3 rather steeply curved or bent, with posterior end much enlarged. 
Prime made no mention of ridges on the beaks or over the shell. More than half of 
~ r l y  specimens are without these coarser striae or ridges. Some of the specimens in PI-ime's 
collection at  the Museum of Comparative Zoology also have these coarse striae. 
COMPARISONS.-See P. compressum. 
GI!OCRAI>IIIC DISI.RIIIUTION.-UNITED STATES: J<ii~' i \~n o ly from a few localities in 
northernmost California and southwestrrn Oregon. 
5 0 11. B. HERRINGTON 
I'urtlicr details may be found in  Taylor (19600). As far as ktiown he collected the 
first living specimens. P. t ~ l t ~ - n i ~ a o i a l a ~ ~ ~ t l ) ~  ppeal-s to be a relict species. Fossil shells were 
fouud by the U.S. Geological Survey in Lower Pliocene and later deposits east of its 
prcsc~it restricted dis~ribution, as far as southcrrl Idaho. 
l ' i s i d iu~~z  ual iabile Priine 
(1'1. 111, Fig. 4; 1'1. VI1, Fig. 4) 
1851, P i s id iu i~~  uariubile 1'1-illre. 19166, Pisidiui~l unriubile cicer SrerLi. 
1853, Pisidinltz cicer Prime. 1922, Pisidiun~ decisuin Sterki. 
1865, Pisidium conafiressum cicer Prime. 1923, Pisidiuita firobt~na Sterki. 
1865, Pisidiunl uariabile Prime. 
M~:A~uRI<~II:N.I.s.-UMMZ 187738. In creek, Hughes I.ake, l k ~ i b i g h  Twp., I .c~inos iintl 
Atlt l i~~gton Co., Ontario. 1,cngth: 4.G, 3.8, 3.0, 1.8. Height: 3.9, 3.2, 2.4, 1.4. Diameter: 2.8, 
2.3, 1.7, 0.9. 
I)IACNOS~.IC (:IIAIIACTI;KS.-SI~C~~ licavy, varying from short ;mtl high lo ~notleralely 
long; beaks rather prornincnt, quite far back and broad; striae rather coarse lo rallicr 
Ii~ic; pcriostracum glossy; dorsal margin short and round; anterior erid begins licar beaks 
without anglc, has a rather steep, almost straight slopc which begins near the proximal 
side of cusps and tlcscends to whcre it joins ventral margin with an  angle; ventral margill 
long (in the longer specimens three times that or the dorsal margin) and consiticrably 
curved, passing into posterior c ~ i d  without angle; posterior e~l t l  broadly rou~~ t l cd ,  ver~ical 
or slightly undercut; hinge long, heavy arld ra t t~er  steeply curvcd; laterals rather shol-r, 
irlcorporatetl into hinge-plate; r '  111 and 1' 111 tend to cu1.v~ around pit of s~~ lcus ;  cus1)s 
blunt on Lop; clrsps of A I distal, of P I ,  A 11, and 1' I1 central or on distal side of ce11lc1-; 
cardinals central; C 3 short, much curvcd, posterior end much the larger; C: 2 short i11lc1 
sloul like an i~iverted U; C 4 fairly short, only slightly c ~ ~ r v e d  and directccl toward cusp 
of P 11; consitlc~.ablc space bctwccn poste~-ior ends of C 2 atid (: 4. 
C:OMPARISONS.-See s ctions dealing with P. neq7cilatel-alc, 1'. ctrsetL(i7111111 ~ ) o ~ ~ d e r o , \ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
P. coinpressurn and P.  nitiduin form pauprrculurtl. 
I-IAu~I.A-I..-C~CC~S, rivcrs, ant1 lakcs; usually in still ~valcr ~ \ , l ~ c r c  soft s cd i~~ lc~ i l s  
accumulate. 
G I : O ~ . K A I ~ I I I ~  I)ISIRIUU.IION.-CANADA: 1'1-~IICC Etlwai-(1 Isl;~ntl, New ilrr~nswick, Qucl)cc. 
011t;u.io (north to James Bay), Saskatchewan, ant1 British C:olumbia. I J N I T I  I )  SL.A.II  5 :  
Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Islatitl, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, I'cnn- 
sylvania, District of Columbia, 'I'cnnesscc, Alabama, Ohio, Rdichigan, Indiana, \\lisconsin, 
Illinois, South Dakota, Iowa, Montana, Washington, Idaho, Califor~~ia,  l i tah,  ant1 Colo- 
rado. 
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Pisidiz~nz wnllee~i Sterki 
(Pl. 111, Fig. 6; 1'1. VI, Fig. 4; 1'1. VII, Fig. G )  
1895c, Pisidiu~n rr,nlke)-i Sterki. 
1903, Pisidium nlaiizei~se Sterki. 
M~ASURE~II~NTS.-UMMZ 194908. Stoco Lake, I-lutlgerford Twp., Hastings Co., Olltario. 
Length: 5.9, 3.7, 3.0, 0.1. Height: 4.9, 3.0, 2.4, 1.7. Diameter: 3 6 ,  2.0, 1.4, 1.0. UMMi! 
187161. Dry I.ake, Marlbank, Hastings Co., Ontario. Form maiizense. L: 3.1, 2.6, 2.1, 1.7; 
H: 2.5, 2.2, 1.7, 1.4; D: 1.7, 1.5, 1.2, 0.8. 
DIACNOS.I.IC C ~ ~ t ~ ~ c r ~ ~ s . - S h e l l  of m dium size, long, moderate diameter, thin walls; 
beaks far back, rather prominent, narrow; striae medium to somewhat heavy, uniformly 
spaced; periostracum dull to slightly silky; dorsal margin tilted back, short, openly curvetl, 
joining anterior end with s~nal l  angle and posterior end with greater angle; anterior end 
;I long, slightly ctuved slopc, joining ventral margin quite low with rounded angle; ventral 
lnargin very long and not much curved, joining posterior cnd without angle; posterior 
end vcrtical; hinge rather short, light, far back, tilted (not parallel with ventral margin) ; 
laterals rather long; cusps moderately sharp; cusps of A I central or on distal side o f  
center; of I' I clistal, o f  A 11 proximal or on proximal side of center, of 1' 11 central; car- 
tlinals subcentral; (: 2 short, tnuch curved (sometimes an inverted D); C 4 much lighter, 
short, curved, directed toward interior of shell; C 3 parallel with hinge-plate varying in 
degree of cun7a[trre, its posterior end enlarged. 
l'he for111 rr~ninrizse is srllaller with finer striae, the anterior slopc a little more ~-ountl- 
ed and, usually, I~eginning a little nrarer the beaks. T h e  shell is relatively shorter and, 
therefore, al>l)ears to be higher in outline. T h e  cardinals of the left valve arc more nearly 
parallel (as in P. subtrl~ncatum) and C 2 is longer than in the usual P. walkeri s.s. 
A form found in Mazinaw Lake and vicinity, Lennox and Addington Co., Ontario, is 
cven higher for the length than the form mninense, of less diamcter, and the beaks are 
lcss prominent. T h e  striae are also finer than in the usual P. walkeri. 
C:OMI~AIUSONS.-SCC sections dealing with P. caserta?zurrl and P. subtruncat~lin. 
I-IAUITAC.-Crecks, rivers, and small lakes. Scarce and usually not abundant in any 
one place. P. wallteri form mainense is found in bodies of water having a soft bottom. 
From the 19 stations that had yielded the specimens of the form inainense in my collec- 
tion, 17 were small lakes or ponds; there was one creek and one small river. I t  is fount1 
in relatively few places, but is abundant in some small lakes that are filling u p  \virh shells 
a t~t l  marl. 
GI:OCRAPHIC DIS~KIBU~~ION.-CANADA: Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Northwest 
rferritories (Big Buffalo River at  Great Slave Lake). UNITI-D STATES: Maine, New York, 
I'cnnsylvania, Virginia (Sterki) , Wisconsin (Baker, 1928~: 394), Minnesota, Michigan, 
lowa, Missouri (Sterki), S. Dakota (Sterki), Montana, and Arizona. 
'l'he form incrinerrse has been found in Canada in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and the 
southern part of Ontario. In the United States: Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New 
York, Ohio (Sterki), Michigan and Illinois (Sterki). 
P. roalkeri is known from I.atc Pleistocene deposits of Sanganion age (Jinglebob anti 
Jones far~na) Mratle Co., Kansas, 1J.S.A. 
H. R .  HERRINGTON 
SYNONYMY 
abditum Haldeman, 1841 (Pisidizim) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
abrupturn Haldeman, 1841 (Pisidium) = d u b i u m  Say, 1816. 
abyssorum Sterki, 18980 (Pisidium) = conventus Clessin, 1877. 
acuminatum Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] striatinurn I.arnalck, 1818. 
cifine Sterki, 1901c (Pisidium) = adamsi Prime, 1851. 
albidum Sterki, 19110 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
alleni Sterki, 1912c (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
apiculatum Sterki, 1922b (Pisidium) =subtruncatum Malm, 18.55. 
ashmuni Sterki, 1903b (Pisiditim) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
atlanticum SLerki, 1905b (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
atlrea Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = LSphaerium] stria ti nun^ Lamarck, 1818. 
uustrale Sterki, 191Gb (Musculium) = [Sphaerium] secidris Prime, 1851. 
cicer Prime, 1853 (Pisidium) = variabile Prime, 1851. 
cinereum Alder, 1838 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
columbianum Sterki, 1913 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
complanatum Sterki, 1903c (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
crassum Sterki, 1901 (Sphaerium) = sulcatum Lamarck, 1818. 
cuneiforme Sterki, 1903c (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
decisum Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = variabile Prime, 1851. 
declive Sterki, 1912a (Musculium) = [Sphaeriurn] lari~stre Miiller, 1774. 
declive Sterki, l922b (Sphaerium) = striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
deflexum Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = adamsi Prime, 1851. 
dentata Haldeman, 1841 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] stricrtinunl Lamarck, 1818. 
dispar Sterki, 191 1 b (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
elevala Haldeman, 1841 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] parlumeiurn Say, 1822. 
elevatum Sterki, 1916b (Pisidiurn) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
emurginata Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphueriurn] striatinum Larnarck, 1818. 
equalis Rafinesque, 1820 (Phy meroda) = [Pisidium] dubiunl Say, 181 6. 
fabale Sterki, 191Gb (Pisidiurn) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
fallax Sterki, 1930 (Sphaerium) = sulcatum Lamarck, 1818. 
ferrissi Sterki, 1902b (Calyculina) = [Sphaerium] par tumei~im Say, 1822. 
/lava Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
friersoni Sterki, 1906d (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
furcatuin Sterki, 1913 (Pisidiutn) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
glabellum Sterki, 1913 (Pisidium) = ni t idum Jenyns, 1832. 
griseolum Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
handruerki Sterki, 18996 (Pisidium) = ni t idum Jenyns, 1832. 
hannai Sterki, 1916a (Pisidium) = casertanurn Poli, 1791. 
hendersoni Sterki, 1923 (Pisidium) = conventus Clessin, 1877. 
hendersoni Sterki, 1906 (Sphaeri i~m) =striatinurn Lamarck, 1818. 
hiberizicurn Westerlund,  1894 (Fossarina) = [Pisidium] fernigineurn Prime, 1851. 
hodgsoni Sterki, 19026 (Calyculina) = [Sphaerium] partunzeium Say, 1822. 
huaclzucanum Sterki, 19166 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
inornatum S ~ e r k i ,  19116 (Pisidium) = punctiferum Guppy, 1867. 
jalapense Pilsbry, 1903 (Sphaerium) = striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
jayensis Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] lacustre Miiller, 1774. 
kirklandi Sterki, 1899a (Piridium) = fallax Sterki, 1896c. 
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latchfordi Sierki, 19166 (Pisidium) = nit idum Jenyns, 1832. 
lenticula Prime, 1865 (Sphaerium) = lacustre Muller, 1774. 
lermondi Sterki, 1913 (Pisidium) = nitidum Jenyns, 1832. 
lilycashense Baker, 1898 (Sphaerium) = striatinum Iamarck, 1818. 
lirnatulurn Sterki, 1905a (Pisidium) = punctiferum Guppy, 1867. 
limpidurn Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = nit idum Jenyns, 1832. 
Iinetctum Sterki, 1901a (Sphaerium) =sulcatum I.an>arck, 1818. 
lucidum Sterki, 1923 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
mc~ineizse Sterki, 1903 (Pisidium) = walkeri Sterki, 1895~. 
innrci Sterki, 1W9 (Pisidium) = subtruncatum Malm, 1855. 
medianuin Stcrki, 1899a (Pisidtum) = ferrugineum Prime, 1851. 
minor Adams, 1841 (Cyclas) = [Pisidium] casertanum Poli, 1791. 
u~inusculum Sterki, 1906d (Pisidium) = nit idum Jenyns, 1832. 
rnirum Sterki, 1923 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
inodesta Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] striatinum I.amarck, 1818 
neglectum Sterki, 19066 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
nevadense Sterki, 1913 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
nobile Gould, 1855 (Sphaerium) = patella Gould, 1850. 
notatum Sterki, 1927 (Sphaerium) = striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
noveboracense Prime, 1853 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
occidentale Newcomb, 1865 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
ohioense Sterki, 1913 (Sphaerium) = striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
orbiculare Sterki, 1913 (Musculium) = [Sphaerium] partumeiuin Say, 1822. 
orcasense Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
overi Sterki, 1913 (Pisidium) = subtruncatum Malm, 1855. 
ovum Sterki, 19166 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
pallidiurn Gray, 1856 (Sphaerium) = transversum Say, 1829. 
paradoxum Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = casertanum l'oli, 1791. 
parvum Sterki, 1909c (Sphaerium) = securis Prime, 1851. 
Pauperculum Sterki, 1896d (Pisidium) = nit idum Jenyns, 1832. 
pilsbryanum Sterki, 1909a (Sphaerium) =striatinurn Lamarck, 1818. 
politum Sterki, 1895c (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
primeanum Clessin, 1878 (Sphaerium) = patella Gould, 1850. 
probum Sterki, 1923 (Pisidium) = variabile Prime, 1851. 
prognathum Sterki, 19226 (Pisidium) = nit idum Jenyns, 1832. 
proximum Sterki, 19Mb (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
punctatum Sterki, 1895b (Pisidium) = punctiferum Guppy, 1867. 
pusillum Sterki, 1910~  (Musculium) = [Sphaerium] lacustre Miiller, 1'774. 
randolphi Roper, 1896a (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
raymondi Cooper, 1892 (Sphaerium) = lacustre Miiller, 1774. 
regulare Prime, 1851 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
roperi Sterki, 18986 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
rosacea Prime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] lacustre Miiller, 1774. 
roseum Scholtz, 1843 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
rotundatum Prime, 1851 (Pisidium) = obtusale Pfeiffer, 1821. 
rowelli Sterki, 1903c (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
ryckholti Normand, 1844 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] lacustre Miiller, 1774. 
sargenti Sterki, 1901c (Pisidium) = adamsi Prime. 1851. 
scutellatum Sterki, 1896d (Pisidium) = lilljeborgi Clessin, 1886. 
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similis Say, 1816 (Cyclas) = [Sphaeriunz] sulcatum Lamarck, 1818. 
singleyi Sterki, 1898a (Pisidium) = punctiferuna G u p p y ,  1867. 
solidula l'rime, 1851 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] striatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
sphaericu Anthony ,  1853 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] securis Prime, 1851. 
sphuericutn Sterki, 1912c (Pisidiunz) = adamsi Prime, 1851. 
splendidulum Sterki, 1898a ( ~ i s i d i u m )  = n i t i d u m  Jenyns,  1832. 
.sl)oknizi Uaird, 1863 (Sphaerium) = str iat inum Larnarck, 1818. 
stc~tni?zea Conrad, 1834 (Cyclas) = [Sf)lzaerium] stricrtiizum Lamarck, 181 8. 
steenbuchi Moller, 1842 (Cyclas) = [Pisidium] casertanum Poli, 1791. 
streutori Sterki, 1901a (Pisidiunz) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
strengi Sterki, 1902a (Pisidium) = casertantim Poli, 1791. 
subro tundum Sterki, 1906d (Pisidiuin) -- cnsei-tanuna l'oli, 1791. 
subtransuersum Prime, 1860b (Sphaer iun~)  = trnnsuersurn Say, 1829. 
succineum Sterki, 1907b (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
superius Sterki, 19076 (Pisidium) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
tentie l'rime, 191611 (Sphaerium) = n i t i d u m  Clessin, 1876. 
leiz~rilineaturr~ Stel fox,  1918 (Pisidium) = p u n c t i f e i u m  G u p p y ,  1867. 
ten~ris.sitnu~n Sterki, 19Ola (Pisidium) = n i t i d u m  Jenyns,  1832. 
torsutn Sterki, 191Gb (Sphaeriunz) = striatiizum Lamarck, 1818. 
trapezoidezrrn Stcrki, 1896a (Pisidiunl) = casertanum Poli, 1791. 
11-iangularis Say, 1829 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerium] s tr iat inum Lamarck, 1818. 
tr~rncata Linsley, 1848 (Cyclas) = [Sphaerizrm] partunzeium Say, 1822. 
tunzidum Baird, 1863 (Sphaerium) =st,riatinum Lamarck, 1818. 
niiztncvzse Call,  1886 (Sphaerium) = nit iduin Clessin, 1876. 
uentricosum l'rimc, 1851 (Pisidium) = obtusale P fe i f f e r ,  1821. 
vernlontaizum I'rime, 1861 (Sphaer iun~)  = str iat inum Lamarck, 1818. 
uesiculare Sterki, 1896c (Pisidium) = obtusale Pfei f fer ,  1821. 
uexuna Sterki, 19166 (Pisidium) = ferrugineutn Prime, 1851. 
virginicum Prime, 1865 (Pisidium) = d u b i u m  Say, 1816. 
o i rg in ic l~m Sterki, 19166 (Pisidium) = d u b i u m  Say, 1816. 
roalkeri Sterki, 1901 (Sphaerium) = n i t i d u m  Clessin, 1876. 
zoinkleyi Sterki, 1909c (Mziscz~l ium) = [Sphnfr inm]  lacz~strr Miiller, 1774. 
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GLOSSARY 
ANTERIOR END: I11 Pisidiu7tz this is the longer cnd of the shell; in S)llae~.iu?n it is the short- 
er end. T h e  foot of the animal is directed toward this end. 
IIXAKS (IJMI~ONES) : T h c  embryonic sl~ell  around which the later shell develops. The  raised 
part on the dorsal margin of the shell. 
cAI.ucur,i\.re (CA~PED) : Cup-like, as the beaks when separated from thc rest of the shell 
by being distinctly raised, as in "M~~sculium." 
CARDINALS: T h e  small "teeth" under the beaks. There are usually two cardinal teeth in the 
left valve and one in the right; sometimes this order is rcverscd. 
COMI~RI(SSI(D: Flattcncd laterally; pressed together. 
cus~ls: 7'hc clcvations on the lateral teeth. 
DelwsseD: Flattened dorso-ventrally. 
DIP: A downward inclination. 
DISTAL: Farthest from the beaks. 
D O R ~ A I .  MARGIN: The  upper edge of the shell; includes the hinge. 
bMBRYO: T h e  unborn young, often still in the gill pouches. 
NINGI!: Includes the hinge-plate, the cardinals, and the laterals. 
HINGE-I,I~A.I.I. : Tha t  part of the hinge between the laterals. 
INFI.A.TLD: SWOIICII; opposite of compressed. 
.JUVENII.ES: This term covers all the young, from birth to less than half-grown. 
LATERALS (LAMINAE): T h e  long "teeth" at  each end of the hinge-plate. 
LEFT VALVE: Whcn a shell is placed with the hinge up and the anterior end forward, the 
valve on the left side is the left valve. 
NEPIONIC: T h e  young that have been born only a short time, or the very early young stage. 
POSTERIOR END: T h e  shorter end in Pisidium, and the longer end in Spllaerium; also the 
end from which the siphons extend. 
PROXIMAL: Nearest the beaks. 
Rlns: Very heavy striae. 
RIDGES (APPENDICULAE): A wrinkle on  he beaks of Pisidium forming a ridge or raised part. 
RIGHT VALVE: Valve on right side (see under left valve). 
STRIAE: Concentric raised lines or striations which vary from very fine to very coarse: 
very coarse striae are often called ribs. 
SUBCENTRAL: Not quite central. 
su~cus: A longitudinal furrow, one on each end of the hinge-plate, usually on the right 
valve, serving as socket for the teeth of the other valve. 
TRUNCATE: Having the end cut off rather squarely. 
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I-lit~gcs of P i s i d i t r ~ ~ ~ :  ( 1 )  nc(l~rilnfc,-nle, ( 2 )  cor~tfrr-cs.\~~trt. (3) ~r l~r -n t? tor t tanu~?~ ,  ( 4 )  
I~ct~slorc~ntr~rrrt fo m srr()i~rlr t r, ( 5 )  o.rlcinlurn, (6 )  ~ t i t i h r  rrr. Figrlles I ;und 5 ,  X l i ;  figurcs 
2, 3, 4, and 6 ,  X 13. 

I'IATE VII 
Cartlirlal tccr h of Pi.~iditrrrl: (I) tltt hi11 111, (2) at?ltzicttrn, ( 3 )  icinhoense, (4) variaDile, 
(3) adamsi, (6)  11l tr  lkeri, ( 7 )  cnsr vl anu m ,  (8) lilljeborgi, (9) 7miliurn, ( 1  0) o bt rrsale, 
(I I )  fallox, (12) ferrlrginetcrn, (13) neq?til(1temle, (14) cotnprrssutn, (15) nltranzontanum, 
(16) crttcirrl~tnl, (I 7) ~zitidrctrz, ( 1  8)  sttblruncntttrn, (19) j~trnctife~-zttn, (20) henslo- 
urntzutn, (21) insigne, (22) con7letitus. Not to scale. 





